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Allied Policy in Europe

OUR best hope for a better, or even a humanly toler
able world after this war is for the common people 
to take things in their own hands in a series of 

popular revolutions which will be socialist as to economics 
and democratic as to politics. The chances of anything 
like that happening in this country in the foreseeable 
future would seem to be as close to nil as at any time in 
our history.

The war has brought national prosperity on an un
precedented scale; the cream has naturally  gone to big 
business and the rich, but there has been plenty of milk 
left over for the workers and farm ers; guns and  butter 
have been produced, to the surprise of both leftist and con
servative prophets. The most recent government figures 
show that the average weekly earnings of factory workers 
in March, 1944, were almost double (97%  higher) those 
of January, 1939, and 71%  higher than January, 1941. 
(Monthly Labor Review, June, 1944, p. 1271.) In cash 
terms, weekly earnings rose from $23.19 (1939) to $45.62 
(1944 ). It is true that the cost of living has also increased 

how much is in dispute. The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
says the rise has been 23% , while the C.I.O., on the basis 
°i much research, says it is 45% . But even i f  one accepts 
th*C.I.O . figures {as I personally do), there has still been 
a 02.% rise in real wages. In  addition, and even more im 

portant, practically everybody has a job. By April of this 
year, unemployment had been reduced to the statistically 
incredible figure of 770,000— economists used to assume 
that, because of factors like labor turnover, unemployment 
could never sink below the 1,000,000 mark. Retail sales 
hit an all-time high in 1943, and in the first four months 
of 1944 were 6.1% above the same period in 1943, after 
allowing for a 2.9% increase in price {Survey o f Current 
Business, June, 1944). That much of this increase was due to 
buying by low-income families is suggested by the fact, re
ported in a study of “Consumption Expenditures, 1929- 
1943” in the same magazine, that by fa r the biggest in
crease in expenditures during the war period has been 
for food.

Politically, as one might expect, the temper of the 
American masses has rarely been more conservative. The 
American Civil Liberties Union recently reported: “Up 
to now there have been but 26 prosecutions by the Federal 
Government for ‘utterances or publications alleged to ob
struct the conduct of the war’, involving 130 persons, as 
compared to nearly one thousand such prosecutions in
volving more than fifteen hundred such persons in the 
corresponding period in W orld W ar I.” The Union im
plies this is due to a more tolerant attitude by the authori
ties, but, with the M inneapolis case and the current Sedition 
Trial in mind, I should say it was rather to be explained 
simply by the much smaller amount of popular opposition 
to the present war. There was a real mass anti-war move
ment among the American workingclass last time, led by 
the Wobblies and by Socialists like Debs; this time the 
trade union leadership has met with only negligible oppo
sition to its win-the-war drive. The differences between the
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two m ajor parties, tenuous in the 1940 presidential cam
paign, are becoming positively spectral this year, with 
Roosevelt pledging no abatement of American sovereignty 
in postwar foreign relations and the Republicans, to the 
editorial dismay of the N. Y. Times, putting a labor plank 
in their platform  which endorses the Wagner Act and 
threatens the Little Steel formula. An ideal opportunity 
for a Third Party movement. Yet the only sign that the 
common people have any ideas and interests of their own 
is the formation of the Michigan Commonwealth Federa
tion, which ventured neither to repudiate Roosevelt as the 
common man’s “man” nor to put forward so radical an 
economic program as its Canadian counterpart has been 
propagating, with sensational success of late, for a decade.

No, whatever leadership towards social progress may 
exist in the world, it’ is not to be found in this country. It 
is to Europe above all that we must look at present. There 
four years of war and unbelievable suffering under German 
occupation have at least cleared away the institutions, ide
ologies and property rights which Marx called “the muck 
of ages” ; have at least forced the common people to think 
deeply— or "radically”, i.e., in a going-to-the-root-way— 
about how they can avoid these horrors in the future. Now 
that D Day has come and the liberation has begun, the 
question of Europe and the Anglo-American-Russian poli
cies there has become crucial.* Already certain lines can 
be traced out.

Allied armies are now occupying parts of two m ajor 
European powers, France and Italy. The experience of 
Amgot in Italy has shown what should have been under
stood in the first place: that it is very difficult, and takes 
a vast amount of manpower, to maintain complete m ilitary 
rule over a foreign country. The cooperation of some sort 
of native politicians and parties is essential. Even the 
Nazis, specialists in organized coercion, used Quislings 
wherever possible. It goes without saying that the Allies 
have endeavored to build up, as their native collaborators, 
the most reactionary possible leaders: the fascistic Darlan 
is preferred to the simple conservative Giraud, and Giraud 
is preferred to the more opportunistic DeGaulle; the fascist- 
monarchist Badoglio is preferred to the antifascist-monar- 
chist Sforza, who in turn is infinitely preferrable to the 
republicans and socialists. But another prime requisite for 
the “native chiefs” whom the Allied liberators support is 
a proper flexibility of the spine.

It is because DeGaulle lacks this quality, and not be
cause he is a potential authoritarian leader or because the 
French people have not been given a chance to choose 
“freely” their government, that Roosevelt’s State Depart
ment looks so coldly on his movement. The business about 
protecting the right of the French people to choose their 
own government is the same kind of nauseating hypocrisy 
Roosevelt recently showed when he shed crocodile tears 
over Hitler’s Jewish victims and proudly announced that 
the great generous American government has agreed to 
allow just one thousand (1,000) such refugees to enter this 
country, provided they stay within a special “ free port” 
area and get the hell out the minute the war is over. The

* 1 hope th e  au thorities, especially th e  D epartm ent of Justice , will 
note that p o l i t i c s  has followed the  P resid en t’s suggestion th a t the 
term  “ invasion” be avoided and “ liberation”  used instead. I t  is a 
reg re ttab le  indication of the  uncooperative and unpatrio tic  a ttitu d e  
of the rest, of the A m erican press th a t in no instance that has come 
to my notice  d id  a  single new spaper, in reporting  the  inva- th a t is, 
liberation, comply w ith the  P resid en t’s request, p o l i t i c s , however, 
is always g lad to oblige in such sm all m atters , and hopes th a t it will 
receive some cred it for its cooperation here  as an offset to whatever 
deb its it may have incurred  on W ashington’s  books.

lizardlike insensibility, the triple-ply brass of a states
man who can advance such a proposal—and Roosevelt made 
it clear that the 1,000 refugees to be admitted are all that 
will be let in—with unctuous satisfaction as a great humani
tarian action! So too with DeGaulle: where was our tender 
concern for self-determination in Italy, when our armies 
propped up with bayonets the unpopular monarchy, and 
only reluctantly allowed Badoglio to be kicked out after 
all but one of the Italian parties had repudiated him? 
No, that cock won’t fight. It is DeGaulle’s nationalistic 
intransigence—why is it always the conservatives these days 
who show boldness and guts?—which makes him persona 
non grata in Washington.

However, DeGaulle hardly needs our sympathy: he has 
the trump cards and he will probably win whether the 
Liberators like it or not. On D Day, the Allied command 
tried to ignore DeGaulle’s Committee of National Libera
tion; the Committee was not informed of the date, and 
Eisenhower pointedly failed to mention the Committee in 
his first proclamation to the French people. DeGaulle 
reacted with characteristic vigor, withdrawing several hun
dred liason officers his Committee had originally assigned 
to accompany the Allied forces. Within the next four days, 
the exiled governments of Belgium, Poland, Luxemburg 
and Czechoslovakia had all extended formal recognition to 
the Committee as the “provisional government of the French 
Republic” . The issue was thus clearly drawn between the 
Big Three and the lesser European powers. On June 14, 
DeGaulle visited Normandy, landing from a French de
stroyer, and while there, without consulting the Allies, ap
pointed a Commissioner for Civil Affairs in Normandy. 
Five days after this bold putsch, calculated to freeze out 
Amgot, DeGaulle’s Committee was invited by the British 
to open negotiations about the civil status of the “ liberated” 
areas of France. These conversations are by now aca
demic: as things worked out, the Anglo-American m ilitary 
authorities on the spot cooperated closely with the local 
Gaullists simply because they had to have some kind of 
local authority running civilian affairs—this is not a revo
lutionary war, and so the people must not “get out of hand” 
— and the only alternative to Gaullism was Vichy, which 
was politically impossible. On June 22, Eisenhower capi
tulated and reached an agreement with DeGaulle, on the 
latter’s terms, about the 230 administrative liason officers 
who had been withdrawn on the eve of the invasion. As 
this is written, DeGaulle has just been received in W ash
ington with honors “almost” those for the head of a state. 
“General DeGaulle,” reports the N. Y. Times, “seems about
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to get the substance though not the form of the recogni
tion he once expected.”

In addition to its indispensability for the Allied forces 
in France, the Committee of National Liberation has the 
advantage of the active good-will of one of the Big Three 
(England) and the friendly neutrality of another (Russia). 
The power politics seem to shape up about as follows. 
England is for DeGaulle because she wants a  strong France 
as a post-war ally on the Continent, and thinks she can 
make a deal with DeGaulle (probably has done so already). 
This country is anti-DeGaulle because she needs no such 
European bulwark and does not want a strong France be
cause, as reported in a sensational story in the U. S. News, 
she wants bases at Dakar and other French colonial points 
and also wants free access, for trade and exploitation of 
raw materials, to France’s colonial empire, second greatest 
in the world.* Russia’s “hands off” attitude, which con
trasts sharply with her former strong support of DeGaulle, 
was convincingly explained by “Pertinax” in the N. Y. 
Times of June 21:

“Why have they changed? Here is the answer: One 
year ago they did not yet feel sure that the two great 
Western powers would see their way to accept Russian 
leadership in eastern Europe. But, in Teheran, these ap
prehensions were dispelled. They now are careful not to 
offend Britain and the United States in western Europe, 
and, to put it roughly, they expect reciprocal treatment at 
the other end of the Continent.

“ It was to protest against a division of Europe into 
zones of influence that the Polish Government in London 
hastened to give the French Committee of Liberation the 
advantage Soviet Russia had decided to withdraw, although 
the Poles had been prejudiced against De Gaulle.”

The recent course of Anglo-American policy in Italy is 
also worth following a little. On June 5, as the Allied 
armies entered Rome, King Victor Emmanuel resigned in 
favor of his son, Prince Humbert, who became “ regent”, 
his father retaining the royal title. Three days later, Hum
bert and Badoglio arrived in Rome to form a new gov
ernment. At once five of the six parties in Rome de
manded the resignation of Badoglio. In Naples, the rep
resentatives of these parties, including the much-advertised 
Signori Croce and Sforza, had swallowed Badoglio; their 
Roman colleagues, however, representing a more progres
sive and politically conscious part of Italy, booted out 
Badoglio before any one knew what was happening. The 
only support Badoglio got came from Togliatti, leader of 
the Communists, who was probably ordered to take this 
politically suicidal stand because of the Anglo-Russian deal 
noted above by “Pertinax” . Italy is definitely within the 
British sphere of power, commanding as she does Britain’s 
Mediterranean lifeline, and Churchill has been the chief 
backer of Badoglio-Emmanuel. As an honorable “Com
munist”—the term should really be put in quotes when 
speaking of the Stalin variety— Togliatti had no choice but 
to support British policy in Italy.

On June 9, twenty-four hours after Humbert and Bado
glio had arrived in Rome, a new government had been 
formed— with the aged Ivanoe Bonomi as premier— which 
excluded Badoglio. The parties did not even inform Hum

* This is p a r t of an  em erging p a tte rn  of A m erican foreign policy, 
aim f ,  ,t0 b reak  up the  colonial em pires of h e r o lder com petitors for 
world hegemony. Cf. W allace 's recen t C hunking sta tem ent th a t Asia 

cannot exist ha lf slave and  h a lf free” , w herefore the  U. S. “expects” 
le British and D utch  to set a  d a te  for freeing  th e ir  A siatic  colonies, 
ince it has no colonies to  speak of, A m erican im perialism  is natur- 

a y very high-m inded about o ther people’s colonies.

bert about it until the deed was done. Furthermore, the new 
ministers refused to take the usual oath of allegiance to 
the throne, substituting an oath of “ loyalty to the father
land.” They announced that a plebescite would be held 
after the war is over to determine whether Italy will re
main monarchist. For ten days the Allies refused to rec
ognize the new Bonomi regime, much as they had tried 
to ignore DeGaulle after the Normandy landings. But 
there was really no alternative, also as in Normandy, and 
on June 19 they recognized Bonomi & Co. (In the interim, 
the Italian people were rich in at least one commodity, 
governments, having three of them— Badoglio, Bonomi, 
and Amgot. They would probably have swapped them 
all for a plate of spaghetti.) Two questions delayed the 
recognition: the monarchy, and the armistice terms. The 
latter was much the more important. It is rather breath
taking, after the democratic rhetoric of our war leaders, 
to recall that the terms of the! armistice on which Italy sur
rendered to the Allies have never been made public. One 
can imagine why not. The Allies wanted Badoglio, who 
had signed the armistice and accepted the terms, included 
in any new cabinet. This difficulty was apparently finally 
surmounted when the Bonomi government formally agreed 
to honor the terms—an act which it takes no great pre
science to foresee will not help their political careers in 
postwar Italy. As for the monarchy, the Allies naturally  
insisted that this great democratic institution, so well loved 
by that Italian “common m an” who in turn is so well 
loved by Roosevelt, should be maintained. W hat the out
come was is not, at this writing, known, although it  is 
reported that Bonomi at least has backed down and taken 
the oath of loyalty to the king.

A certain pattern, of which the more far-sighted Allied 
leaders are probably aware, has evolved in the French 
and Italian situations. Four years of war and German 
occupation have devastated both the prestige and the actual 
economic base of the old bourgeois ruling class in Europe. 
If  Roosevelt-Churchill were sincere about letting the peo
p le of Europe choose their own forms of government, they 
would be running the gravest danger of socialist revolution. 
But of course they are not sincere. Instead, we have a 
system of “defenses in depth” , so to speak, against such 
an eventuality.

The way it works m ay be seen most clearly in Italy. 
Most liberals have criticised the Stale Department’s support 
of Badoglio and the king on grounds of realpolitik as 
well as m orality: it was so frustrating to even the mildest 
democratic aspirations of the Italian people that it would 
force them into “anarchy” and “violence” ; better to permit 
them to expend these dangerous energies in building an 
Italian New Deal. I think, however, the strategy was proba
bly sound, given the State Department’s aim of restoring 
the status quo ante bellum.. Ever since the Allies landed 
in Sicily, the great political issue has been: should we 
keep the king and Badoglio or not? The real issue of 
“Capitalism or Socialism?” (or, if you will, “Status Quo 
or Revolutionary Social Change?” ) has been quite sub
merged while every one battled it out on a secondary issue: 
“Monarchic Capitalism vs. Republican Capitalism.” And 
so what we now! have in Rome, to the delight of the Ameri
can liberals (who themselves are also taken in by the 
m aneuver), is a government which would under other cir
cumstances be vigorously attacked from the left, appearing 
to be a great step forward simply because it has gotten 
rid of Badoglio and the king. Bonomi himself is a senile 
third-rate ex-socialist (“Leon Blum is a Lenin compared 
to him,” remarked an Italian friend) who is typical of
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the political bankrupts who paved the way for fascism. 
He paved it, indeed, in a literal sense, joining with Gio- 
litti in 1920 in giving legal status to M ussolini’s Black 
Shirts, whom he hailed as preservers of law and order, as 
a counterweight to the workers who were then occupying 
the factories. On the crucial war issue, Bonomi stands 
with Badoglio. “We hope to be of real assistance to the 
Allies,” he said on taking office, with the valet-like servility 
of his kind.

So too in France. By opposing DeGaulle, the Allies 
have modulated “Socialism or Capitalism ?” into “ DeGaulle 
or Amgot (or perhaps even V ichy)?” That DeGaulle is 
personally reactionary and power-hungry, tire very type 
of m ilitary man-on-horseback that has periodically arisen 
in French politics from Napoleon to MacMahon and Bou
langer; that his Committee is a sinister amalgam of m ili
tarists, big businessmen, and Stalinists, with socialists and 
labor representatives as window-dressing; that its policies 
are ultra-nationalistic and imperialistic, and its internal 
political organization extremely authoritarian—all of this 
is forgotten and only the fact that DeGaulle is the un
compromising protagonist of French interests against the 
rapacity of the Big Three is remembered. If  the Allies had 
supported DeGaulle at once, as the liberals wanted, the 
prim ary question, “DeGaulle or Democratic Socialism?” 
would have at once moved up to the front. As it is, the 
French underground has been, up to now at least, success
fully diverted from considering any such dangerous ques
tion, or even developing a critical consciousness of the 
fascist (nationalism plus authoritarianism ) direction of 
the DeGaulle movement. As between DeGaulle and the 
State Department, or DeGaulle and Vichy, it has seemed 
necessary to support the former. Nor does the State De
partment, in the long run, object to such a strengthening 
of DeGaulle’s hand when the revolutionary alternative to 
his movement is considered.

These delaying actions now seem to be concluding their 
first phase. Bonomi and DeGaulle are being accepted by 
the Allies despite the objections of Churchill in the one 
case and Roosevelt in the other. Considering the almost 
complete lack of popular support for the alternatives of 
Badoglio-Emmanuel and Vichy-Amgot, to have delayed this 
acceptance so long is a trium ph of realpolitik. The beauty 
of the tactic is that it diverts the insurgent energies of the 
popular parties precisely in the most ticklish period: the 
transition from German to Allied domination.

With their usual “ revolutionary optimism”, the American 
Trotskyists celebrated the downfall of Mussolini last sum
mer with lengthy treatises inscribed “THE ITALIAN 
REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN!” But the Italian Revolu
tion had not begun, and has not yet begun. The Allies 
have merely, after almost a year, withdrawn to their second 
line of defense-in-depth: the Bonomi regime. This is not 
to say that this period will last as long as the first. The 
instantaneous rejection of Badoglio once the Allies reached 
Rome indicates the more progressive political temper of 
Central as against Southern Italy. And once the Allied 
armies get into the industrialized North, where the prole
tariat is dominant and where the masses have a living trad i
tion of workingclass socialism, we may hope to see Bonomi 
kicked out in M ilan as unceremoniously as Badoglio was 
kicked out in Rome.

The Communists offer the worst stumbling-block to any 
popular revolutionary movement. These fifth columnists 
in the camp of revolution are much more dangerous than 
the open enemies. A N. Y. Times dispatch from Rome 
dated June 20 illustrates both the existence of a really revo
lutionary temper among the Italian masses and also the

cynicism with which the Communists exploit this temper. 
It records the formation, under Communist auspices, of an 
Italian “Red Army” which claims 58,000 recruits and 
whose leader, Umberto Carminati, has asked “permission” 
from the Allied Command to help fight the Germans. When 
a reporter asked him why “Red Army” , Carminati replied 
apologetically that “the name, ‘Red Army’, was the only 
symbol that would attract volunteers from  the masses and 
that that alone was the reason it was being used.” Thus the 
party that supported Churchill on the retention of Badoglio 
uses the most extreme revolutionary symbol in order to 
recruit cannon fodder for the Allied armies. Why in 
God’s name a “Red Army” should get itself killed fighting 
alongside imperialist armies which will be employed later 
on to fight precisely the kind of socialist revolution a “Red 
Army” ostensibly exists to defend—this is a problem for 
the dialecticians of the Kremlin to unravel. It is, however, 
in all probability an academic question, for it is impossible 
to visualize the Allied m ilitary command getting any closer 
to anything called a “ Red Army” than the reach of the 
traditional ten-foot pole. (Later reports are that the Com
munists have given up their attempt to square the circle 
and have disbanded the “Red Army.” )

What course the Italian revolution takes once it has be
gun depends largely on whether the Italian masses con
tinue to be dazzled by names like “Red Army” and to 
cherish the illusion that the Soviet Union has a positive 
connection with socialism, revolution, and workingclass 
interests. One small and encouraging sign is that the 
Italian Trotskyists recently issued a revolutionary m ani
festo, rejecting both sides in the war and calling on the 
Italian workers to fight for their own interests, which cate
gorically rejected the idea that Russia is any kind of a 
socialist or workers’ state, whether degenerated, shopworn, 
or slightly chipped.

Southern The W ar Labor Board has now before it an
Discomfort extremely im portant case: the application

of the Textile Workers Union (CIO) for a 
wage increase to correct somewhat the present substandard 
pay of the country’s half-million cotton textile workers. 
These workers are at once the largest single group of 
manufacturing employees—there are more of them than 
there are steel or auto workers, for example—and at the 
same time by far the lowest-paid of any sizable group. 
Their wages today average about $25 a week, as against 
a national average of twice that amount— a discrepancy 
made all the more ironical by the fact that cotton textile 
workers are rated as “essential war workers” along with 
ship and plane builders.

The heart of the m atter is the low wages paid in the 
South: eight out of ten cotton textile workers labor in 
Southern mills, forming much the biggest industrial group 
in the South. The union’s demands are being stoutly re
sisted by the Southern mills. The records of the War 
Labor Board hearings held on this case in Atlanta, Ga., 
this spring show dramatically what any movement for hu
man betterment faces today in the South. The union’s 
research department, headed by Solomon Barkin, p re
sented a brief as long and as heavily documented as any 
PhD thesis, which it supplemented by an overwhelming 
weight of testimony as to the abysmal living standards of 
cotton textile workers.

Confronted with this avalanche of factual evidence, the 
representatives of the m ills exhibited the unlimited ca
pacity for evasion and rationalization characteristic of 
businessmen touched on the pocketbook nerve. Why don’t
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more workers raise Vegetables in their “ spare time” ? Why 
not keep a pig or two? One union witness was asked why 
his wife— a semi-invalid—didn’t work in the m ill too. 
Another was told he was squandering money by not pa
tronizing the local A. & P.

In his final argument, M ajor J. P. McLendon, the mill 
owners’ chief legal counsel, disdained such trivial points. 
He drew a broad picture, in his summary of the m ills’ 
case, of a Southern “area economy” : a sacred and traditional 
matter which is based on “historic differences” between 
Northern and Southern wages. (There were also “ historic 
differences” between Southern and Northern labor prac
tices before the Civil War, and doubtless M ajor McLendon 
would in that era have assailed Lincoln’s subversive words 
about the impossibility of a nation existing half slave and 
half free.) The M ajor charged that the union’s demand 
for higher wages in the South would seriously damage this 
“area economy”—which is true enough.

Precisely what this “ area economy” means to the South
ern mill owners was brought out clearly by the union’s 
lawyer, Isadore Katz, in his cross-examination of Major 
McLendon:

KATZ:  What do you think “substandard” meant when 
the War Labor Board was ordered to eliminate such con
ditions?

M cLEN D O N : Well, cotton textile wages weren’t substand
ard on January 1, 1941, measured by the economy in which 
the workers live.

KATZ:  Vou mean there never could be substandard wages 
as long as workers get into an “area pattern” ?

MCLENDON: That’s right.
k a t z : Then you think that, in spite of the obligation upon 

the WLB to eliminate substandard living conditions, “sub
standard” has no meaning at all?

M cLEN D O N : That’s correct.
KATZ:  Has substandard any relation to the number of 

persons in a family who have to sleep in one room?
M cLEN D O N : If 15 slept in one room, I’d say it would be 

crowded.
KATZ:  I I o w  a b o u t  s i x  i n  a  r o o m ?
M c l e n d o n : That wouldn’t necessarily be a substandard 

condition of living. I ’d want to know how the rest of the 
people in the area lived.

k a t z : And if every one in the neighborhood had to sleep 
six persons to one room?

M c l e n d o n : That would not be substandard.
The M ajor’s line of reasoning seems to be based on the 

assumption that the South is such a backward and bar
barous part of these United States that its workers’ living 
conditions cannot be compared with any general concep
tion of an American standard of living. This might appear 
to be strange doctrine for a loyal Southerner like the Major 
to be putting forward, but it must be remembered that he, 
like his clients, is a businessman first and a Southerner 
second. In this poverty-blasted Southland of the M ajor’s 
visioning, if only one or two families in a town sleep six 
to a room, that is “substandard” but if hundreds and thou
sands do, then it is normal and natural. Similarly, we 
get the rather surprising result that if only a few Southern 
workers habitually didn’t get enough to eat, that would 
be a substandard condition which the M ajor and his mill- 
owning clients would spare no effort to correct; but since, as 
the union testimony and brief conclusively proved, hun
dreds of thousands of textile workers are badly underfed, 
then this condition becomes “standard” and the M ajor 
and his clients will not hear of any interference with it. 
th is is what happens when one adopts, as the M ajor does, 
3 yardstick based not on human needs but on the very

conditions it is supposed to measure, so that it expands 
or contracts together with what it is measuring. To get 
the better of a yardstick like this, the union should have 
tried to show not how prevalent but how extremely rare 
hunger and poverty are among Southern textile workers.

Dr. Pangloss said it three hundred years ago: “All is 
for the best in the best of all possible worlds.” To vvliich 
M ajor McLendon would probably add: ‘Provided the his
toric differences between area economies are respected.”

The Poyntz Case  Seven years ago, a woman engaged in 
Once M ore  undercover Communist Party work dis

appeared in New York City. She has 
never been heard of since. It was Carlo Tresca—himself 
later to fa ll victim to a political assassination which the 
New Tork authorities have failed to solve and which is 
becoming more and more of a scandal— who told a Grand 
Jury that this woman, Juliet Stuart Poyntz, shortly before 
vanishing had expressed disillusionment with the Stalinist 
movement, in which she had once played a prominent role. 
He added (a) that shortly before vanishing, Miss Poyntz 
was seen with a shady character with GPU connections, 
and (b) that shortly after she disappeared a Soviet freighter 
sailed from New York to Leningrad.

The Poyntz case has reentered the news after years of 
oblivion, and in an ironic fashion. When Tresca first ac
cused the Stalinists of disposing of their disaffected agent, 
he was attacked as a romancer by Elias Lieberman, an at
torney connected with David Dubinsky, the anti-Stalinist 
head of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union. 
Lieberman maintained old connections with Juliet Poyntz, 
and was her lawyer at the time of her disappearance. He 
went to the police only after the newspapers had revealed 
that Poyntz had been missing for about four months. He 
refused to cooperate with journalists who sought to crack 
the mystery, refused to ask the FBI to investigate, and 
decried all who pointed a finger of suspicion at the C.P. 
Lieberman was content that the New York police turned 
over the case not to the Homicide Bureau but to the Miss
ing Persons Bureau. To him, anybody who said Juliet 
Poyntz was dead was, like Tresca, a “ romancer.” A few 
weeks ago, Lieberman came into court and asked that 
Poyntz be declared legally dead. Reason: she left some 
money and her sister in Ohio wants to get it. One can im
agine the cold form ality of the plea Lieberman will make 
at the hearing next fall. Seven years, no word, etc. Not 
a hint of what in Poyntz’s life might have led to her dis
appearance and death. At the funeral of Carlo Tresca, 
David Dubinsky declared that Tresca’s death must not be
come another Krivitsky case— i.e., an unsolved political 
murder. But it has. So has the Poyntz case. Why has 
Dubinsky permitted his lawyer to behave as he has?

The Free Press, A reader has sent in a clipping from the 
Algiers Style June 15 issue of Free France, official

organ of the DeGaulle movement in New 
York City, which is, to say the least, suggestive. It is a 
reproduction, with comments, of the texts of two ordinances 
on the press adopted by the French Committee of National 
Liberation, meeting in Algiers on April 15, 1944.

The first ordinance “abolishes all previous censorship 
regulations relating to political and diplomatic m aterial” 
— i.e., the system of “preventive censorship”  by which the 
Committee up to then had suppressed dissident political 
opinion before publication. “The Committee,” comments
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Free France proudly, “ intends to remain faithful to French 
traditions by reestablishing from now on, one of the fun
damental liberties of the Republic: the freedom of the press.” 
It would seem to be a case, however, of one step forward 
and two steps backward, for the second ordinance, which 
is much longer and complicated, introduces a series of re
visions of the basic press law (of July 29, 1881) which all 
tend in the same direction, namely, towards stricter control 
of the press by the State. (The 1881 law itself, by Anglo- 
American standards, sounds pretty terrific.) Io  quote 
Free France’s gloss:

“The ordinance first of all increases the fines applicable 
to persons guilty of libel, or the authors of abusive articles, 
in such a way that these individuals risk a considerable 
penalty. . . .

“Article III relates to the offense of publishing and 
reproducing false information, but unlike previous legis
lation, specifies that the spreading of false news is also a 
punishable act. Furthermore, this article provides that the 
spreading of false news which might be of such a nature 
as to hinder the Nation’s war effort is punishable. Finally, 
it increases the penalties provided under Article 27 of the 
law of 1881. [The new penalties are: 1 to 5 years impris
onment and fines up to three million francs.— D.M.]

“This Article III . . . makes it permissible to take the 
author of false news into custody before the trial even if 
he is a resident in the territory. It has also seemed neces
sary to be able to impose a severe punishment on news
papers which are guilty of offenses against the security 
of the State, by suspending their publication.”

Thus the second ordinance takes back what the first seems 
to guarantee. I write “seems” because a reading of the 
actual text of the first ordinance discloses this remarkable 
section:

“Article II. The competent authority has the power to 
prohibit all information and publications that are liable to 
jeopardize the safety of the armies . . .  or, generally speak
ing, the necessities of National Defense.”

This is speaking generally indeed! What is “ false 
news” ? What “hinders the Nation’s war effort” ? What 
are “the necessities of National Defense” ? We may be sure 
that those in control of “ the Nation” (i.e., of the French 
Committee of National Liberation) will have one answer 
and their political opponents another. And who can say 
which is the correct answer to such vague questions? As 
to the effective answer, backed up by confiscatory fines, 
prison terms and outright suppression, there can be little 
doubt. Nor can those who come out on the wrong end 
cf such dialectics even hope for the elementary right of 
having the controversy made public. “ It is also advisable 
when punishing these offenses,” notes Free France, “ to 
avoid trials, which an exaggerated publicity makes 
dangerous.” *

Such is the totalitarian atmosphere in which the DeGaulle 
movement operates. A committee should be set up to lib
erate the Committee of National Liberation.

Salmagundi •  In his article, “The Haitian Pilot- 
P lant” in the March POLITICS, Frank 

Freidel, after outlining the history of Roosevelt’s “Good 
Neighbor” policy in that badly exploited island, concluded: 
“ We may have in H aiti the pattern for the ‘World of the 
Four Freedoms’.” Neat confirmation of this prophecy ap
pears in Forrest Davis’ “What Really Happened at Teheran” 
(Saturday Evening Post, May 13, 1944) :

“The President conducted at Teheran a seminar, for 
Stalin’s benefit, in the Good Neighbor policy. Tracing the

improvement in inter-American relations since we aban
doned dollar diplomacy . . .  he stressed the advantages 
accruing to us as the only great power in the hemisphere 
. . . The president recommended the policy for strong 
powers paramount in their regions, such as the United 
States in the new world, and the Soviet Union, presump
tively, in Eastern and Northern Europe.”

•  I am constantly impressed by the vulgarity and trivi
ality of our present political leaders. Burke, Robespierre, 
Jefferson, Lenin, Wilson—all these politicians of the past, 
of the most varied creeds, rose grandly to the historical 
occasion. Smuts, Hitler, Churchill, even the frenetic Mus
solini in our own times generally maintain a certain level. 
But the American politicians in this war are small men 
in a big situation, their tone commonplace, their “ style” 
atrocious. The best that Roosevelt could do on the occa
sion of the entry of the Allies into Rome was a sporting 
banality: “The first of tire Axis capitals is now in our 
hands. One up and two to go!” Senator Connally, chair
man of the Foreign Relations Committee, recently opened 
an important debate on foreign policy: “This is a great 
world question and I do not wish to treat it lrom a peanut 
attitude.” But the most naked revelation of personal 
quality was provided by the Republican candidate for the 
Presidency of the United Stales, who recently greeted some 
newspapermen, on his return from a m ilitary inspection, 
in the following elegant terms:

“My goodness, I did not expect to see so many familiar 
faces. . . . We have been riding around in jeeps and you 
should have been there. If  you had been, your piles would 
have gotten the best working over they will ever get.” 
{Time, June 5, 1944.)

I should like to suggest that a man capable of such a 
statement in public is a man incapable of making history.

•  A most impressive tribute to the Italian national tem
perament was paid by the aged philosopher, Santayana, 
who was interviewed in his Roman retreat after the Allies 
had taken the city. “The trouble with applying fascism 
to Italy,” he observed, “ is that the people are undisciplined. 
They often make good fascists from 18 to 25, but after 
that they become individualists again. One can say that 
they are not on a high enough social level to become good 
fascists.” This remark tells us as much about Santayana 
as it does about the Italian people.

e  Let us not despair. W orld W ar III  can be avoided! 
Two recent new's dispatches bring encouraging news of 
the peaceful settlement of boundary and economic disputes 
—and all without the impairment of sovereignty. They 
are as follows:

WASHINGTON, June 5 (AP) : An agreement between 
New York and Rhode Island, dividing the waters of Block 
Sound, continued its smooth sailing through Congress to
day, with unanimous House approval sending it to the 
Senate.

WASHINGTON, June 9 (AP) : The diplomats of seven 
nations have agreed that one blue whale equals 2 j/2 hump
back whales. Likewise one blue is the equivalent of two 
fin whales or six sei whales. The table of whale values is 
set down in a protocol signed by the Governments of the 
United States, Great Britain, South Africa, Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand and Norway, regulating the taking 
of whales, as soon as the war ends and the whalers can go 
back to work.
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% Funny Coincidence Department: The May issue of this 
magazine contained an article by myself, “The Only Really 
Moral People” , criticising the political ethics of the Soci
alist Workers Party. On June 8 the Socialist Workers 
Book Shop, at 160 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111., wrote in: 
“We wish to cancel our order for monthly bundles of your 
magazine.”

0  A question that has long troubled me is: Why is Max 
Lerner? The answer has finally dawned on me. I  suggest 
that both his tremendous popularity and his tremendous 
ineffectuality can be explained by a single basic trait: he 
always sees at least two sides, often three and four, to 
every question; and not only sees them but dares to act 
on his convictions, all at once in the same article. This 
explains his popularity, since only the most inhuman mon
ster could not find something to agree with in a Lerner 
editorial. It also explains his ineffectuality, since the reader 
is never sure, after getting down to the end, just what in 
hell Lerner wants him to do about it. The foregoing 
illumination burst on me after reading a Lerner editorial 
in P.M. on “Real Issues in the German Future” . In this 
he pays tribute, in the mellifluous and heartwarming m an
ner of all Lerner Tributes, to Reinhold Niebuhr and Paul 
Hagen, who think the German people are OK and should 
be allowed to work out their own salvation after the war, 
and also to Rex Stout and Kip Fadiman, who think shoot
ing is too good for the Germans. They’re all of them 
jolly good fellows, sincere democrats (“Rex Stout can be 
as eloquent a champion of FDR and the New Deal as 
any one I have heard” ) and there is much to be said for 
both points of view. (“ Everybody has won,” said the Dodo, 
“and all must have prizes.” ) He adds “one final word” to 
the effect that we must “grasp the realities of postwar

Germany” and not go “ chasing the phantoms.” Lerner 
has been called a Totalitarian Liberal. Futilitarian would 
be better.

•  I have always had a sneaking admiration fo r .th e  
editors of a tiny mimeographed journal called Proletarian 
Outlook who once asked the usual leftist question, “What 
can be done?” and answered it unexpectedly: “Nothing, 
absolutely nothing.” That was June, 1940, and the editors 
showed they were in earnest by folding up their paper. 
It was a historic moment in leftwing history. The smaller 
the sect, the more grandiosely optimistic it usually is. The 
Revolution, like Mr. Hoover’s Prosperity, is always just 
around the corner. The other day, for example, the cur
rent issue of International News (mimeographed) came 
into the office. International News bears on its flimsy 
cover the following awesome inscription: “Issued by the 
Revolutionary Workers League for the International Con
tact Commission. Affiliates: Central Committee o f the Red 
Front o f Greater Germany; Revolutionary Workers League 
o f the U. S .; Leninist League o f Great Britain .” Its lead 
article was headed, quite sim ply: “May Day Manifesto, 
1944, of the International Contact Commission for a fou rth  
(Communist) International.” This history-heavy docu
ment began: ‘TO THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD, TO 
THE OPPRESSED IN ALL COUNTRIES, TO THE 
SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.” I t  ends in the usual spume 
of slogans: “THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ALL POWER 
TO WORKERS’ COUNCILS! HANDS OFF ITALY! DE
FEND THE SOVIET UNION DESPITE AND AGAINST 
STALINISM! FOR A NEW FOURTH (COMMUNIST) 
INTERNATIONAL!” The experienced manifesto-reader 
can easily fill in the text between these termini for himself.

The Brewster Shut-Bowm
Gabriel J . De Angelis

FOR the past two years the American citizen has been 
told that the problem of post war planning is as simple 
as a first-grade prim er. All we need is vision, cour

age and confidence in the ability of big business and gov
ernment to get tilings rolling. The word “planning” 
through much usage has assumed an aspect of reality, of 
being a scientific solution to a problem which, as a matter 
of fact, no one has really studied.

Hardly a day goes by when some newspaper does not 
carry a sizable ad which outlines how some corporation 
or other has not merely won the war through its ingenuity, 
but how it will win the peace as well — and make for 
prosperity during the peace. Concurrently, Washington 
releases news of the Baruch-Hancock report, the Kilgore 
bill, the George bill and a host of other plans all sup
posedly designed to take care of the question once and 
for all. And apparently they are all excellent and work
able plans; for it is a fact that they never return from the 
heaven to which they and their virtues are extolled. It 
seems reasonable to assume that a wise providence, sensing 
their value, adopts them, part and parcel, for His own use.

A nd as a living, cold testament to the fact that bombast 
has been utilized as a substitute for intelligent planning  
is the Brewster case, involving  13,500 men and women un
ceremoniously removed from  their war jobs in a labor 
area ivhich is far from  critical. That such a large corpora
tion, building the vitally needed Corsair planes, should have 
been closed down ivith barely forty-eight hours notice is 
an indication both of the callousness o f certain N avy offi
cials and o f the lack o f a rational termination procedure.

Ostensibly, there were four reasons which motivated the 
cancelling of the Navy contract with the company. (1) A 
general cut-back in the type of plane which was being pro
duced. (2) The management’s poor production record.
(3) The excessive cost of the product. (4) A union whose 
collective bargaining agreement with the company robbed 
the management of too many of its prerogatives. Not a 
single one of these counts stands up under careful and 
honest scrutiny.

( 1)
It is true that a cut-back in the Navy’s schedule for 

Corsair planes proved necessary, but it is equally true that
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the Brewster contract did not have to be cancelled in its 
entirety. Since it is a fact that two other war plants are 
still manufacturing the same fighter plane, it is no more 
than reasonable to assume that the termination could have 
been spread over a period of several months in order to 
give the workers the opportunity to find new positions, and 
the company the necessary time in which to seek other 
contracts. This was not done; and so we must come to 
one of two conclusions. Either the Navy officials respon
sible didn’t give a tinker’s damn about the repercussions 
upon the workers and the management, or they were too 
stupid to analyse the situation correctly.

(2 )
The charge that the management had a poor produc

tion record is fantastic. From December, 1943, to June, 
1944, the company exceeded the production schedule set 
by the Navy each and every month. As a m atter of fact 
both the IVPH and the Navy sent congratulatory messages 
to the plant, indicating complete satisfaction with the work 
which was being accomplished. That action certainly 
doesn’t jibe with “ reason” No. 2.

Of course reference may have been made to the p ro 
duction record of the company prior to December, 1943. 
If that is so, then the Navy is on sound ground. The 
Brewster corporation certainly had a bad production rec
ord between April, 1942 and November, 1943. The only 
thing wrong in this contention is the fact that during that 
period the Navy, in effect, was running the p lan t to suit 
itself. It selected the president of the corporation and 
it selected also those individuals who held in escrow the 
voting control of the majority of the stock which the then 
management had to surrender after the plant was taken 
over by the Government in 1942.

(3)
The assertion that the product manufactured by Brew

ster cost more than the same product manufactured in two 
other plants is an honest one on the face of it. But here 
again, logic was either deliberately ignored, or not rec
ognized. For it is a fact that the cost of a product can
not be judged statically. There is a definite relationship 
between the amount produced and the cost per unit. Two 
facts lead us to the conclusion that had the Navy allowed 
the company to continue for an additional few months, 
the cost per ship would have been the lowest in the field. 
In the first place, the man hour cost had been reduced 
from twenty nine thousand hours per plane in December, 
1943 to nine thousand hours per plane in June, 1944. And 
the charts were spiraling downward.

Secondly, it is significant that when the other companies 
in the field had produced a number of ships equal to the 
number that had been produced by Brewster at the time 
of the contract termination, the unit cost for those com
panies was far in excess of that at Brewster.

(4)
The final allegation that the management had a collec

tive bargaining agreement which was too stringent is both 
absurd and vicious. The union contract is an excellent one 
from the workers’ point of view. It establishes wage rates,

hours and conditions of work which on an over all basis 
are second to none. But that does not mean that it is 
unworkable as charged, because it certainly worked well 
before the Navy took over the p lan t in 1942, and worked 
well again after the p lan t was turned over to Henry Kaiser 
in November, 1943.

Since this is true, it is inescapable that the charge was 
made because of some ulterior motive. Significantly, only 
the Navy managements had trouble with the union, only 
the Navy managements couldn’t get along with the leader
ship, couldn’t apply intelligently the clauses o f the con
tract to the exigencies which arose from  time to time.

The myth about a recalcitrant union was given national 
publicity by a sub-committee of the Vinson Naval Affairs 
Committee. This group, set up in November, 1943 to 
determine the reasons for the production failures at Brew
ster, conducted an investigation which proved to be almost 
a complete sabotage of justice. The gentlemen assembled 
went out of their way to hit the union witness with every
thing but the proverbial kitchen sink.

In particular, the committee maligned and slandered 
Thomas De Lorenzo, president of the Brewster local, forc
ing the federal district attorney in New York to try him 
for perjury on trivial charges. And this after De Lorenzo 
had been promised immunity. Certain committee members, 
in addition, bent every effort to put another union witness 
into the army for his crime of having had the gall to tell 
the “ investigators” that they were not conducting a fair 
and im partial hearing.

This committee laid all responsibility at the door of 
labor— one of its members remarking: “Now those labor 
loafers up there will have to go to work.”

But the workers at Brewster did not take it lying down. 
As soon as the termination was announced, the union 
swung into action. Every peaceful avenue was tried. 
Washington was contacted, the ridiculousness of the situa
tion was pointed out, an additional contract was asked 
for—all to no avail. The brass hats stood firm. The 
fact that the plants would shut down because it seemed 
unlikely that other work could be obtained mattered not 
at a ll; the fact that 13,500 men and women would be 
thrown out of work mattered even less. When the plight 
of the workers was pointed out to Ralph Bard, Ass’t Sec. 
of Navy, he stated, “Let them pack up and go elsewhere.”

As a result, the union took the only other avenue open 
to it — m ilitant action. On May 29th, 1944, the workers 
staged a demonstration which was designed as a strike-to- 
work.

Six thousand men and women who were laid off im
mediately after the cancellation of the contract was an
nounced failed to leave the plants. Many decided, instead, 
to remain behind helping those who were engaged in build
ing a few remaining planes. They did this without pay. 
Others simply sat around, or sang songs, or played games 
—making certain not to interfere with the work going 
on and m aintaining strict discipline at all times. Still 
others threw a picket line around the plants, announcing 
to the world that Brewster was closing. These pickets 
carried signs: “ IS THIS POST WAR PLANNING?” , “ IS 
THIS WHAT MY HUSBAND IS FIGHTING FOR?” ,
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“GEN. ARNOLD CLAIMS WE NEED PLANES IN DE
TROIT, HOW ABOUT LONG ISLAND CITY ?” . “WE 
HAVE THE TOOLS, WE HAVE THE MEN, WE HAVE 
THE WILL, BUT WE AIN’T GOT THE WORK.”

The device was simple; its success exceeded even the 
most optimistic expectations. Over-night the Brewster case 
took on national significance. Newspaper and radio played 
up every aspect of the “stay-in.” The uniqueness of the 
demonstration was news. And so it was that what the 
union officials could not accomplish through peaceful 
means was achieved. Washington sat up and took notice.

President Roosevelt told reporters at a press conference 
that the contract had been cancelled too hastily, and that 
some type of war work would be found for the idle plants. 
James Byrnes, Economic Stabilization Director set about 
contacting the various agencies to insure some kind of 
contract. The Navy was asked to allow the company to 
produce an additional one hundred and fifty planes. The 
Murray-George Committee conducted an investigation and 
concluded that the termination had been too rapid. And 
because of all this activity, Richard Frankensteen, vice- 
president of the United Automobile Workers-CIO who had 
been conducting most of the negotiations, asked the men 
and women involved in the “sit-in” to leave the plants.

Brewster workers left, expecting that within a few days 
they would be called back to work. After all, there was 
still a war to be won, there was an invasion in the making; 
surely their productive power was needed. And, most 
promising of all, hadn’t the President himself stated that 
the plants would be returned to some kind of production? 
These people surely had every reason to remain hopeful.

But a fu ll month and a half has passed since then. The 
Brewster plants are still idle; some o f the men and women, 
disillusioned, have wandered off into a few  jobs that existed 
in the area, others are making the weary rounds in search 
of employment, while a few  others are still awaiting the 
miracle which will reopen the plants and put them back 
to work.

The picture looks black indeed. The responsible offi
cials apparently have made up their minds.

The general public has no idea of the terrific dislocation 
which the closing of Brewster has perpetrated on the thou
sands of workers involved. The W ar Manpower Commission 
stated there were 1,000 jobs waiting for the 9,000 Brewster 
workers who were laid off in Long Island City. It was 
swell propaganda, but it did not coincide with fact, lo r  
the jobs existing in the area were by no means plentiful, 
and those which did exist paid wages which averaged from, 
thirty to fifty  cents per hour below those which prevailed 
at Brewster, which in turn amounted only to a living wage.

Also wrested from these workers were the many gains 
which the union had won for them through the years. 
Such things as decent conditions of work, vacations with 
pay, holidays with pay, sick leave, seniority and the host 
of other benefits which a wide-awake union is skillful 
enough to attain. Most important, these workers lost the 
dignity which comes from being members of an efficient 
union of their own choosing.

The past two years have witnessed a modern miracle. 
American production, accelerated to a pitch considered al

most impossible a few short months ago, has poured forth 
a tremendous stream of the materials of war. It is a 
record of which labor in particular may well be proud. 
But these workers must not be left with the feeling that 
it is only in periods of national emergency that they can 
be assured of a minimum of the good things in life.

American labor, as indicated by the Brewster case, faces 
a grave danger. For unless our nation’s capacity for pro
duction is fully utilized and intelligently channeled into 
the field of peace-time production, the impact of economic 
hardships which will follow the war’s end will be serious 
beyond imagining.

Under the Lid

HAS Nazism destroyed all intellectual independence, 
have all German writers, educators, artists, been 
“gleichgeschaltet?” An answer to this question i9 

of extreme political and not merely of cultural importance. 
We know almost nothing of the trends of thought among 
German intellectuals in recent years, and our complete 
isolation and lack of knowledge have facilitated the task 
of those who spread the myth of the end of German culture. 
Little professors from the Middle West already dream of 
their post war mission, to bring culture and education to 
the German barbarians.

It has become a fashion to summarize intellectual life 
under Nazism under the heading of Johst’s famous phrase: 
“ If I hear the word ‘culture’, I draw my revolver.” But 
not all German intellectuals are Johsts; culture has shown 
an astounding resilience. Reprints of German classical 
authors have been amazing popular successes. Many, un
doubtedly, have adopted an attitude of cynical despair, 
many have given in to the anti-rationalistic trends typical 
of all totalitarian regimes. But a very cursory examination 
of official and censored publications reveals how often des
perate efforts have been made to smuggle an occasional 
oppositional thought into the official press. One is not 
likely to find this in the large organs for mass reading, 
but rather in the smaller publications destined for a re
stricted reading public. The best-known attempt- at such 
hidden opposition was the amazingly successful romantic 
novel On the Marble Cliffs by Ernest Juenger, published 
in 1940*—a bitter satire on Nazism in only thinly veiled 
allegorical terms.

This book, however, is by no means the only attempt. 
History seems to provide the most favorable field for such 
veiled attacks on the regime. A number of studies on the 
reasons for the failure of Robespierre’s terror were pub
lished lately. A recently published biography of the Ger
man 16th century humanist Sebastian Franck is extremely 
revealing. To our knowledge this is the first biography 
of Franck in very many years. Franck was—to put it in 
modern terms—a figure at the extreme left of the Reform
ation movement. To choose him as the subject of a his
torical study is significant in itself. Franck had left not 
only the Catholic Church but had also renounced Luther 
and the other Reformers because he opposed their authori
tarian principles and totalitarian methods. He further
more wrote the first— and also one of the best—German 
anti-war books in which he accused the Emperor’s lans-

* See W erner Bloch’s review in P a rtisan  Review, Ju ly , 1942.
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quenets in the most vigorous terms. This man is certainly 
not the appropriate hero for a Nazi writer in this fifth year 
of war.

Mr. Peukert, the author of the biography, stresses that 
Franck, living in a period in which the culture of the past 
broke down, escaped to history—he wrote the first history 
of Germany—while most of his contemporaries believed 
in the decline of all culture. Most striking, however, are 
Peukert’s remarks that, although in the fight between Franck 
and Luther history gave victory to the ideas of the latter, 
one should remember the sentence of the German philoso
pher and doctor Paracelsus, that always he who has been 
slain was right. Is it possible to say more against Hitler 
in one phrase?

Far more obvious is the political content in a newly 
developed theory on the decline of the Roman Empire. 
The official Nazi explanation for the decline of Rome is
that it was caused by the mixture of races. A professor
Franz Altheim (Ila lle) has published an article entitled 
“The Roman Reich and the Crisis of the Reich,” in the 
October 10 and 20, 1943 issues of Forschungen und Fort- 
schritte, an academic publication. Altheim states that 
Carthage, after the second Punic war, the Barkides in 
Spain and the Celts in the North constituted a sort of 
defense wall against the invasion of other races, while they 
themselves constituted no danger. But the imperial aspira
tions of Rome made for further expansion. Thus not only 
all forces of the Empire had to be directed into expansionist 
channels, but the internal structure of the Empire was un
dermined as well. The irrepressible drive to expand the 
Empire to the limits of the whole civilized world eventu
ally  made for catastrophe. At the end, there were no
longer any small buffer states to protect Rome from the
drive of new barbarian peoples. True that many fortified 
defenses had been erected, but these defenses proved in
adequate. The heavy losses caused a rapid decline of the 
peasant population. “ . . . Expansion and crisis are not 
only following each other, they condition each other; 
there is never the one without the other . . .” “ . . . The
army was perpetually tied to the frontiers. Manpower 
reserves were continually depleted. It was attempted to 
use slaves as a temporary slop-gap, but the lack of any 
adequate reserves proved the most decisive error.” The 
labor market was flooded with slaves and war prisoners 
and the money market with war contributions and repara
tions; this led to the expropriation of the small peasant 
holdings and to the growth of large scale latifundia. This, 
in turn, meant a social revolution which brought in its 
wake destruction of freeholding peasants and influx of ever 
more foreigners into the army. Thus collapse became 
finally inevitable.

Some more examples were recently quoted by Josef 
Kaskel in a Chilean German language paper Deutsche 
Blaetter (No. 11, 1943). The Neue Rundschau (1941, 
page 303) reprints a letter from Friedrich Hoelderlin to 
his brother: “That Robespierre had to be beheaded seems 
only just and may have beneficial consequences. If  the 
two angels Humanity and Peace will return to earth, then 
mankind certainly will prosper.” Another literary m aga
zine states in a review of a book by Stegemann: “W ar can 
no longer solve problems. It was only because of the 
disastrously bungled peace treaty that it could not be 
abandoned completely as a political means.”

The Deutsche Rundschau of May 1940, quotes Schiller: 
“The state is never a goal, it is im portant only as a means 
for the attainment of the purposes of mankind, and this 
goal is none other than the development of all potentialities 
of mankind, i.e. progress!” . The article then goes on to

criticize the Spartan ideal of the state. Lycurgus’s laws 
have no regard for love or amity, they ask for inhumanity 
toward the slaves; this is a society resembling the ant- 
6lates.

The Neue Rundschau (1941, p. 219) on the other hand 
praises Solon; he realized the necessity of two harmonious 
spheres of being: individual life and collective life. The 
condition for both is a harmonious development of the 
personality. Political freedom for Solon was the holiest 
of all values. “A disregard of the law creates lawless 
conditions and nobody can escape the consequences. And 
suddenly a tyrant rises amidst the general insecurity to 
gag bloodily state and citizens alike.”

The revulsion of American intellectuals in face of the 
Nazi war on culture was commendable and healthy, but 
if this is now utilized thru subtle channels lo r official or 
unofficial war propaganda it becomes repulsive. After all, 
between prostitution to Hollywood and prostitution to the 
Nazi state there is a difference in degree but hardly in 
kind. The above random quotations may help to indicate 
that, as not every American intellectual is willing to sell 
his integrity to the m ills of Hollywoodization, thus quite 
a few German intellectuals have not given in to the Nazi 
myth.

W ERNER BLOCH AND LOUIS CLAIR

The War of Tyrants

WARS can’t go around nameless, or people will say: 
“ Bastard of a war”, which would give aid and 
comfort to the enemy. This is why President 

Roosevelt has been looking for a suitable name to be given 
to this foundling war, reputedly a collective offspring of 
many statesmen, diplomats, and even (shall we say it?) 
high dignitaries of this or that Church.

The President didn’t like the name W orld War II. He 
was right. It sounds too much like the colorless successor 
to a king, who must be distinguished by a number, or no 
one will know that he exists. World W ar I, the Founder 
of the Dynasty of modern Crusades, was also a “W ar to 
End Wars,” “Against Aggression” , “For Democracy” and 
all that. It had exactly the same titles of nobility as this 
war. Something had to be done to give the new war a 
personality of its own. So the President said: We shall 
name it the “War of Survival.” Well, as things go in a 
democracy, no sooner had the words: “SURVIVAL 
WANTED” appeared in the papers, than there was a terri
fic competition for survival from all parts, and of course 
those with more aggressiveness (a quality so dear to Amer
icans), who were experts at surviving, won the title. One 
of them did not survive: Darlan. But in fairness to the 
President it must be said that it was not his fault. He 
was terribly upset by the assassination. Others, however, 
survived and do to this day, and will even after the war. 
if De Gaulle is not accepted in the tyrants’ club. Two 
centuries of liberal ideals were sold down the river to gain 
fifteen minutes (Time was saved), and lives were saved too, 
so that those whose lives had been saved could see that it 
did not pay to lose them just for crazy ideals. This was 
the time when the hang-back boys began to say hell this 
is not the war of survival, it’s the survival of the war.
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And the name could no longer be used. So, while the 
foundling had not yet been given legal status, his succes
sion was secured, and everybody spoke freely about the 
uniforms of the future Waacs and Waves, and other , in
teresting fashion items of W orld W ar-III.

The quest for a name being now open again, millions 
sent in their suggestions, but none seemed to satisfy the 
exacting godfather. Some said let’s call it “W orld War 
Jr.” it is more American, and just as dynastic as “World 
War II.” But the Godfather wanted something original. 
Here are some of the names, picked up at random from 
the incoming m ail: “Total W ar”, (W ar Against and For 
Fascism ); “A & P  W ar” (Atlantic and Pacific W a r); 
“Global W ar” (The War that Goes Round & Round) ; 
“Black & White War” (W ar of Light vs. Darkness).

However, all these names, and even better ones were 
rejected by the President, who said to his Press Confer
ence that one should no longer speak of Invasion but only 
of Liberation. Which was an unmistakable sign that he 
meant it, and the Liberals, who are always grateful for 
any reference to Liberty, because they put it in their scrap
book, were very much elated by the news. The situation 
seemed almost desperate when one Jesse H. Snyder was 
visited by an inspiration in Murfreesboro, Tenn., and sent 
it in by first class m ail: W AR OF TYR A N TS. “This will 
do,” said the President with joy, and the former school
teacher, according to the N. Y. Times, “ suffered a heart- 
attack when he heard that his proposal was favored by 
President Roosevelt.” We can only hope that he will 
never know how right he wras.

Now let’s see: WAR OF TYRANTS. How true and also 
how original. If  all other living statesmen will wrork as 
hard as that for Posterity, those lucky descendants of ours 
will have nothing on which to exercise their minds. Im
agine how many good things they are going to get from 
us: A World Police Force, which will put a ban on the 
game of training to become a peril to the World. The 
W.P.F. or W orld Police Force will be the only authorized 
Peril to the World, and that will take care of all future 
imperialist ambitions. Then they will get: Peace, Decency, 
Milk, Free Enterprise and American Products for All 
Eternity to Come. But besides being free of all the worries 
of our unhappy generation, our descendants will even be 
spared the trouble of finding names for the wars we are 
waging in their honour. All they will have to do is to 
acknowledge that History was not only made for them, 
but also bottled and labeled right in the factory! Since 
everybody is taking the jobs away from Posterity, let us 
spare them the trouble of counting those Tyrants:

Number One is of course Hitler.
Stalin comes second. He is for Spontaneity At All, 

Costs, which means that whoever shows the slightest sign 
of hypocrisy or half-heartedness is mowed down right away. 
Only the Purest Liberty Lovers shall survive.

Third is the Son of a Sun in Japan, who is never men
tioned as a Tyrant. The official Bad Man there is Tojo.

fourth  is Churchill, with his stubborn respect for other 
peoples’ rights to choose their own leaders. He wants the 
choice to take place in a state of complete mental relaxa
tion, not under the influence of passions. But during this 
cooling-off period the memory of the hated fascist dicta

tors must not be allowed to disappear, and this is why 
Churchill wants all the worst henchmen of those dictators 
to remain in power in the liberated countries. They are 
experts, they will know better than anyone else how to 
re-enact the crimes committed by them in the past. Of 
course this is only a clever educational device, a kind of 
long-term vaccination. The usual arm-chair strategists have 
already criticised this practice as unfair, but there are good 
reasons for insisting on it. One is that people are apt to 
forget bad times too easily. Another is that the greatest 
lovers of liberty have always lived and meditated in cap
tivity. It would be unwise and dangerous to try  and 
change the laws of history, and Mr. Churchill has given 
enough proofs of statesmanship to ask that the people 
trust his judgment more than their own. His judgment 
dictates that all the various liberty lovers be allowed to 
remain in a state of semi-captivity until their education, 
and the memoirs they are writing, are completed. Some 
of the most moving documents of future literature would 
be lost forever to posterity if the people were allowed to 
have their own way now.

Churchill’s theory “Win the war first, then open your 
eyes and see for whom you’ve won it,” is not only an 
adaptation for adults of the old nursery game known as 
“Musical Chairs,” It is also and above all a genuine ex
pression of Churchill’s inborn sense of fair play. Name- 
calling and vague criticism will not do. If  the people don’t 
place all their confidence in him, how can they claim that 
he has ruined them? In a democracy things must be 
proven, everybody must be given a chance.

And now let’s see: Who else could be called a tyrant? 
Roosevelt. But he, too, is a tyrant for the good of the 
people. He must protect the French from De Gaulle, whose 
only merit is that he refused to collaborate with the Ger
mans. Why he did no one can understand. After all, 
everybody collaborated with the Germans. The Bank of 
England had for years. Some of the largest industrial 
concerns in the U. S. did, Stalin did, brave little Finland 
who pays debts still does, Spain, Portugal, and many peo
ple who are now bravely collaborating with the Allies 
have just graduated in collaboration at a Nazi school. Why 
did De Gaulle think he was a better man because he 
fought the Germans? Now he claims that he represents 
France. Suppose the French are allergic to his face? Who 
can protect them but Roosevelt, a true Frenchman, who 
was elected President of the TJ. S. only  because he is a 
Frenchman? And who is going to protect France from 
internal strife if not the Vichy policemen, who had such 
a wonderful training these four years against the enemies 
of order? In Italy it’s the same thing: the Carabinieri, 
the only existing body of experts at persecuting and kill
ing the enemies of the Slate, are of course the only ones 
who can assist the former W orld’s Fair receptionist Mr. 
Hume in his strenuous task of bringing liberty to the 
country.

There are other tyrants too, smaller ones, former sub
tyrants of Hitler, now subtyrants for the other Big Three. 
One of them is the King of Italy, and his Royal successor 
(number two of the series “Humbert” ) , who have been 
presented with the anti-Mussolini side of the war. The 
Italian liberals had to take an oath of allegiance to them
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if they wanted to do some thing for the war effort of the 
good Tyrants. (And they were silly enough to want to.) 
The War is the King’s. There are complications, because 
the King-Badoglio structure has crumbled, but this is not 
the fault of the Big Three and of their Coalition-cabinet 
Makers. It’s the fault of the people, who are always in 
a hurry to do things, and who fail to see that while col
laboration with a Nazi Badoglio is dishonorable, collabor
ation with a post-Nazi Badoglio, who has one more treason 
on his conscience, is honorable indeed, and whoever doesn’t 
go in for it is a traitor.

Well, and then we have Mussolini, the little Duce, who 
was once Glamor-Boy Number One in the Social Register 
of Tyrants, and whom Churchill extolled as a much greater 
man than Washington and Cromwell put together. Roose
velt, too, wanted so much to have him in the Club with 
Franco and Salazar and other obedient servants of who
ever holds the knife by the handle. Too bad he didn’t 
accept! We would now be able to greet him as the Dean 
of Tyrants! Sad fate of a people! It’s always an Italian 
who has the brilliant idea, and then others exploit i t ! ! 
The same m isfortune befell one Christopher Columbus 
years ago.

Then there is the little fool of Yugoslavia, (Number 
Two of the series “Peter” ), who is trying to ride on Tito’s 
back as he rode on the back of the fascist Michailovitch 
up to a few days ago.

And there is the great Nazi-worshipper King of Greece, 
(Number two of the series “George” ) who had been re
jected by a group of horrible Greek people whom Church
ill well described in his last speech as being “of course 
against the King.” (Imagine, what a crim e!) These vul
gar people were trying to transform  this war into a war 
against tyrants, thus upsetting again the legal status of 
the Foundling. But Mr. Churchill’s soldiers gave them 
a lesson in the proprieties. Unfortunately, in the process 
of teaching these scoundrels that it doesn’t pay to go about 
stealing Holy Causes from their rightful Owners and Op
erators, a British officer was killed. “And this fact,” said 
the same ineffable Churchill in the same recent speech of 
his, “cannot be overlooked.” It is to be hoped that H.M.’s 
Government will pay tribute to the Supreme Sacrifice (as 
they call it) of this fighter for Liberty (as they call them ); 
by dedicating to him an inscription: FALLEN IN  THE  
W AR OF TYR A N TS.

NICCOLO TUCCI

Green A shes
David T. Bazelon

A FTERNOON. The leaves of trees along side-streets 
are ruffled and warmed by a slow hot wind, while 
the bricks, car-tracks, the signs and store-fronts of 

Howard Street (usually busy, but now lazy) are made 
bright and still by a sun burning uncontrollably. On the 
thoroughfares, only the rattle of street-cars and El-trains 
raises the sound of subdued life above a low hum. The 
rushing rattle and clang of these mechanical vehicles—so 
incongruous—seem like the shrieks of a smothered city. 
Widely-spaced along the curbs of smaller streets there stand 
prim , square-bodied automobiles, sedately setting their P re
prints in the mushy asphalt.

Howard Street is the dividing line between Chicago, 
which is designed for middle-sized business, and where even 
the residential districts have the feel of unsophisticated 
commercialism — this on the south, and Evanston on the 
north. In Evanston begins a visible, self-conscious effort 
toward a suburban respectability settled beyond the tide 
of dollars. Proceeding north through Winnetka, Glencoe, 
Highland Park, and so on, homes become more and 
more drenched with ivy, choked with shrubs, and contorted 
with carefully rambling curves.— But then escape seldom 
does more than to add extra baggage: the meaning of the 
monster city, however, cannot be hidden beneath ivy and 
shrubs, and carefully rambling curves.

Marshfield Avenue (several crossings north of Howard 
Street) is still fronted with undraped apartment-buildings. 
One of these, out of sound of the El-trains, sharp and brick

and watery yellow, is shaped like a horseshoe and encloses 
a courtyard dumped full of bushes and grass, and small 
cement walks.

In the year nineteen-twenty-six (one of many lost be
tween two w ars), on a Saturday afternoon in June, while 
the crowds of Chicago pour toward the cool waters of the 
lake. . . .

Mrs. Freeman had planned a shopping trip  to the Loop 
for this afternoon. Of course Donald and Ethel would 
be taken along. (The boy was four-years-old, the girl 
eight.) Dress Ethel in fresh gingham and small white
anklets; outfit Donald in his blue cotton suit with the
white ruffles around the edges. I will wear my new seer
sucker dress and carry a white purse.

With the windows up and the kitchen door standing open, 
the apartment was pleasant and cool, although the sun 
outside shone strongly. Donald ran into his mother’s bed
room, clothed only in a clean union-suit and socks:
“Momma, can we go to the toy-place, too?” (The bed
room was darkened by the lowered shades, which carried 
an orange-yellow light while flapping gently in front of 
the raised windows.)

She became conscious, as usual, but mechanically, of his 
round, eager face, tinted in reds and pinks; and of his 
—she thought—pretty blond bangs. This is my son, said 
her nerves.— But she was having difficulties with her corset. 
“Donald, if we ever get out of the house, I ’ll take you to
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see the toys again— yes! But not unless you’re a good boy 
. . . and sit still until . . . momma . . . gets dressed.” She 
let out her breath as completely as she could, and tried to 
squirm intelligently. “Augh!— Oh, go see what Ethel’s 
doing! . . .  or something,” she cried sharply, having pinched 
herself with a corset-hook.

Although he had stood in the doorway fascinated by 
the corset-procedure— and was still gaping,— Donald backed 
slowly out of the room, afraid that his mother might be
come really angry. Then he turned and scampered down 
the hall to the other bedroom, intending to tell his sister 
of all that he had seen. But entering the room he bumped 
his head against the door-frame; and receiving sympathy 
from Ethel, accepted his advantage, began to cry.

Later, to be rid of his noise, Mrs. Freeman sent Donald 
out of the house. She thought she would write a letter 
or two before going downtown.

“Donald, call for your little friend next-door, and go 
out and play in the courtyard for awhile. But be sure to 
stay close to the house, and don’t get yourself all dirty. 
I’ll be down soon, and then we’ll go to the ‘toy-place’. But 
now run along.”

She heard the sound of his little fists knocking loudly 
on her neighbor’s door. (They were the Laskys, whose 
small son also was named Donald.)

When he had passed through the doorway to call for 
Donald Lasky, she had seen a flash of gold, blue, quick 
arms and legs; then the quiet, colorless door had closed. 
She took up her pen to write the letters.

Donald Lasky was larger and a year older than Donald 
Freeman. But the latter did not accept distinctions because 
of this. Their play, in fact, was often warped or even 
blocked by the competitive friction which had sprung up 
between them. This friction held them together, as much 
as anything else, after their mothers had pushed them to
gether. (The parents thought it cute that the two boys 
had the same first names and correct, therefore, that they 
should be constant playmates.)

Just now, the contrast between the two seemed great: 
the smaller boy, with his sissy suit and bobbed hair, looked 
like an over-grown, overly-aggressive little girl—all in all, 
much too clean and rosy. The other Donald wore old 
over-alls; his face was dirty; and the hair on his too-small 
head was cut short.

The boys played “adventure,” although they themselves 
had no name for it. But this proved no hindrance be
cause the activity required not a  name, but intent hunters 
who could be crafty to a fine degree,— little children able 
to people empty space with creatures and things of mystery. 
Dense with configurations and growing things, the court
yard became, in a mind’s moment, an exciting jungle of 
the imagination. At the very next step they might happen 
upon a wild beast— a tiger, with gaudy stripes, or even 
an elephant. Hidden behind a hedge, they crept along 
slowly, their round faces alive with interest, and their fresh 
young hands carelessly caressing the earth, the grass, the 
sun s effect. And they were scrupulously silent so as not 
to scare off any possible prey.

A hot wind meandered about the courtyard: the boys’

bodies grew warm and wet under their clothing. On his 
hands and knees, with his head held low, Donald Freeman 
had some difficulty keeping his hair from in front of his 
eyes: in continually pushing it back with soiled hands, 
his face became smudged. He did not remember enough— 
so engrossed was he—to realize that his mother would be 
angry.

Suddenly he stopped crawling, crossed his lips with a 
chubby forefinger, and whispered, “Sh-h-h!”

“ I see him !” answered the older boy, peeved.
“Sh-h-h!” he said again, intent on the prey.
Donald Lasky became angry. He jumped up from be

hind the hedge and ran out of the courtyard, shouting, 
“Over here. Over here!” (He looked back over his shoul
der as he ran.)

This action left the other hunter at a loss: his world 
was different. After a short time of pained indecision, he 
walked reluctantly to the sidewalk in front of the building, 
where his playmate was crouching, quickly turning, hunt
ing. Donald Lasky continued the pretense of playing the 
game. But it had lost its reality for both of them. The 
younger boy glanced around idly, taking no notice of his 
companion’s antics. And finally, becoming bored with this 
foolishness born of his treason, Donald Lasky also gave 
up the game and stood still, looking about.

They had discovered the persistent impossibility of liv
ing in a world alone when another is near.

Singly, lackadaisically (still unreconciled), they ex
plored the new scene: buildings; doors; windows, win
dows; big trees and the leaves, billions of them; and the 
street—dark, smooth, and way-out-into.

“Look’t over there!” yelled Donald Freeman, at once 
un-passively alive again. Eagerly (no time for petulance!) , 
he pointed to where, halfway down the block south toward 
Howard Street, an organ-grinder and a monkey stood. The 
man—thin, pasty-faced, dressed in shabby clothes— began 
to crank the organ; and soon hurdy-gurdy music estab
lished itself in the air. The monkey, a red bell-hop hat 
attached to its head, jumped from the organ-grinder’s shoul
der and lumbered about at the length of its leash, re
peatedly and mechanically doffing its hat and then putting 
it back on its head again. Wide monkey eyes, fra il monkey 
body. . . . But clothed in a frayed and dirty m ilitary suit, 
colored bright red and blue. And the monkey appeared 
to lack a shine, which, with the costume and role, seemed 
quite necessary.

Looking around for people, the organ-grinder spied the 
two Donalds running toward him. He could hear them 
yelling gleefully. The music poured automatically into 
the warm air. H

The Donalds arrived. And a small knot of little chil
dren gathered from nowhere. Absorbed by the monkey 
and the music, they formed around the organ-grinder an 
intense circle— open-mouthed and with eyes enthralled. 
Soon they began to laugh happily and to clap their hands. 
A faint smile crossed the organ-grinder’s face. . . . The mad 
human dance: simple, yet eerie; flitting, but remaining.— 
M anipulating its hat very professionally, the monkey ac
cepted and then pocketed all the pennies that were offered 
to it; and finally tipped its hat in thanks. When it seemed 
as if all the possible pennies had been collected (the music
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was sliced off, suddenly became nothing), the organ-grinder 
yanked the leash, the monkey hopped onto the organ and 
then, with another leap, perched itself once more on the 
m an’s shoulder. The man, the machine, the monkey— and 
the locked-up magic—moved off toward Howard Street.

Each child of the group followed the organ-grinder; 
some only a short way, others for a longer distance. But 
when he reached the corner of the block and started to 
cross the street only the two Donalds followed him to the 
other side. They were caught up more in the aura of 
monkey and music than the other members of the circle—  
because of the game of “adventure” they had been playing. 
An actual strange-animal! What an exciting sequel— or 
renewal— after the world of their game had collapsed!

Who offers life  to the living— lead: we mill follow.
The organ-grinder stopped in front of the largest build

ing in the next block and began the grinding of his m a
chine. Immediately on hearing the music, the monkey 
again went into its act. The two boys, enthralled as be
fore, stood with hands clasped meekly behind their backs, 
staring. When no-one came out to give money, the organ- 
grinder stopped making music, “packed up,” and moved on. 
His audience of two followed.

They’ll get lost, thought the organ-grinder.
“ You kids better go home,” he said.
They hung back ashamedly; but when the man walked 

on, they followed at a distance.
“Sh-h-h,” said Donald Freeman.
“ I know!” answered the other, annoyed.
Reaching Howard Street, the organ-grinder turned east 

toward the lake: he knew there would be many children, 
m others and pocket-books at the beaches. It would be hard 
work—walking in the hot sand, a fierce sun in the sky; 
but there the people were, and there he would go.

At the corner the two boys waited for a line of cars 
to pass before following the organ-grinder across the street. 
As best he could, Donald Freeman kept his eyes on the 
organ-grinder through the slits of open which the cars 
allowed, one after another, as they rolled by. But the 
glance of the bigger boy roamed the street in all directions.

. . . Howard Street enveloped, peered down at the two 
sm all boys: the people walking by; lamp-posts; the small 
stores and the bigger buildings; awnings and signs hang
ing over the sidewalk; even the trolley and telephone wires 
over the street— over a monotonous mosaic of dull-red 
bricks inlaid with four shining ra ils; and finally the big 
looming Elevated structure, still a distance away, gloomy- 
dark beneath. This imposing street was a shopping center 
— crowded wilh scurrying housewives during the day, 
brightly lighted and loud with entertainment-seekers in 
the evening. Easily, two little boys could be swallowed 
up by a working, preoccupied affair such as Howard Street.

Donald Lasky’s hopping eye stuck on a loose group of 
persons a half-block away, west up the street. His mouth 
dropped.

“O-o-o-h, look!”  he whispered intensely, grabbing his 
companion’s arm without turning his head: “Look’t at 
that!” He pointed his arm as straight and true as the 
tail of a well-trained dog.

Donald Freeman looked as directed. He saw a very tall 
m an—ill-dressed, honey, rough-skinned, and with long

large features— on whom the street-curiosity centered. A 
battered hat, beyond redemption, sat on the m an’s head; 
and on top of this stood a light-colored untidy rooster, 
whose proud comb— large, red, and incongruous—topped 
the scene. The man was loudly cock-a-doodle-do-ing; and 
the rooster, looking equally insane, mimicked him. Of 
the group, several boys of the twelve-year-old type were 
pinching and slapping each other and laughing raucously; 
older persons tch-tch-tch-d, smiled among themselves, and 
suppressed giggles. Steadily, Howard Street rumbled by 
in the growing heat.

The boys hurried toward this insanity (in the opposite 
direction from the organ-grinder, who was now forgotten.) 
In a few seconds they were a part of the chance crowd. 
Then they stood and gaped, equally fascinated and frigh t
ened by the peculiar position of the rooster, and by the 
eagerly demented light of the m an’s face. This seemed 
almost too much. Flow queer! Now they would believe 
nearly anything of this strange, changing wTorld.

Soon a big belly in blue serge, riveted with brass but
tons, waddled up to the crowd and began to disperse it. 
Accidentally, the belly bumped Donald Freeman on the 
back of his head. He scooted out of the belly’s path, 
alarm ed—and by this time just a little numb from all he 
had seen and experienced.

When the crazy man protested against this interruption 
of his exercise, the cop handled him roughly. The filthy 
rooster, shaken by this, flapped its wings excitedly and 
cock-a-doodle-do-d; but it managed to keep its precarious 
seat. The comb waved a fury of red, like a flag on a lively 
battlefield.

“Come on, now, Johnson, that’s enough for today,” said 
the cop.

The very tall m an—with the rooster, now quieted, still 
perched on his head—moved reluctantly ( but obediently) 
away. He turned down a side-street, into his loneliness.

“Now break it up, folks; move along.”
The cop shooed the two little boys away— incidentally: 

he pushed them west up Floward Street. Then he tilted 
back his cap, mopped his forehead, and murmured, “Wheh, 
‘tis a scorcher to be sure!”

Could all this movement—being pushed and being pulled 
— could it all be just waiting?

One in dirty over-alls, the other in a crisp blue suit with 
ruffles, they strolled wonderingly along the sidewalk. Their 
attention was attracted by the long monotony of a funeral 
procession passing. At the end of this train  of slow-mov
ing cars was a trapped delivery truck, nervously trying 
to escape. The Donalds peered into store-windows and 
at people hurrying by. (The red delivery truck, still 
caught, continued its squirming.) A shoemaker, his hand 
on an upturned shoe before him  (raised hammer, tacks in 
m outh), glanced abstractedly through the unlit neon sign 
against his window — glanced at two little boys looking 
widely in at him. Then he deftly, quickly pounded four 
tacks. When he looked up again, the boys were gone. 
They passed an active pop-corn machine in front of a 
candy-store: regular, persistent noise; the smell of butter 
and salt and corn. And still the sun flooded heat onto 
the street. Through a grocery window (under the shade 
of a large awning: it had whispered, Halt, and be cooled)
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they looked in at the carefully confused bustle of food- 
buying. A clerk stood next to a vegetable bin (close to 
the window, close to the boys)— raised hand grasping a 
large potato, body turned askew, head slanting upward, 
throat straining, and mouth redly, widely opened. Statu
esque for a second. Only after the clerk had done with 
his say, did the confused bustle resume for the boys. They 
walked further up the street, finally passing under the 
shade-darkened Elevated structure, on the other side of 
which were fewer people and less activity— a m ore open 
unhurriedness. The busy section of Howard Street lay 
behind them. Brightly warm.

Nature moved them here by this, and there by that: drawn 
on, they had used the world and been seen by it: and they 
had passed.

. . . And soon, following the sidewalk, they were led 
to a good-sized lumber-yard. Across the street a moving 
picture theatre was in the process of construction: a gray
ish-white, partly-clothed skeleton; sand and bricks half- 
neatly strewn about. They stood gazing at the unbuilt 
building. A section of the lumber-yard fence had been 
removed to give the theatre-builders easier access to the 
lumber. At the rear of the yard rose the Elevated em
bankment, an ominous, artificial hill, atop which gleamed 
the pairs of steel rails. Saturday afternoon had denuded 
the scene of workmen. A quiet section of the street. Occa
sionally, electric trains rustled by on the embankment: 
they were the sound of the scene.

After tasting their surroundings, and judging, the two 
boys fell through the breach in the fence. W hat could 
the inside be like? Donald Lasky was braver—he entered 
first; but Donald f  reeman, the more curious of the two, 
went in further. They were confronted by strangely simi
lar piles of lumber, row after row, but of many kinds 
and sizes— all stacked several limes higher than either of 
the boys. The smell of dry) pine-wood predominated. 
Together, the small boys crept slowly, then scurried,— 
always searching— among the rectangular mountains of 
wood which towered above them.

. . .  An old watchman, his mouth stuffed with a much- 
used corn-cob pipe, hobbled painfully toward a shelter 
at a far side of the yard. Uncomfortable, he felt the rim 
of his hat sticky against his head. Hot sun.

A small mouse darted unexpectedly across the open space 
between two piles of lumber. Seeing it, the boys were 
startled, and ran away. WTien finally they stopped run
ning, and then had carefully inspected their new surround
ings for signs of m ore strange-moving-things, they again 
gazed around (by this time, almost with a professional 
lust) for still another something to follow and devour. 
Their aimless movement had led them to the back of the 
lumber-yard, far away from the front fence with its gap
ing hole. The hill of the Elevated trains loomed up next 
to them. A hill, an obstruction, and something on the 
other side. Trying to peer past it, they were forced to look 
up, and then saw only the sky, clear-colored and immense.

Let’s see what’s on the other side.
dhe one tugged the other and they began climbing the 

embankment. On the journey up, they had to use their 
lands; and at tunes they even fell to their knees. Donald 
leeman's light blue suit, already dusty and crumpled, now

became quite dirty. His hands were filthy; and wiping his 
nose with them, he smeared even more dirt on his face. 
The blond bangs were twisted and disheveled. Again he 
forgol to remember that his mother would be angry when 
she saw him.

. . . Seated at last in the shade of the shelter, and puffing 
at his pipe contentedly, the watchman surveyed the yard. 
H is pleasant indifference evaporated as he saw two small 
figures (one, in the sun’s fu ll ray, seeming to radiate light 
blue and gold) disappear between the hill and the sky. His 
heart thumped once, then twice, sickening.— Too far to 
shout.

Get off’a there, ya crazy kids!
“Damn them kids!” he muttered, limping after them as 

quickly as he could, cursing. (His limp was left over 
from an accident he had had while still a trainm an.)

At the top the boys halted and beheld an expanse of 
shining steel ribbons. Now they relished the beautiful 
height nature had given them. Then they moved 
forward. . . .

The hear went over the mountain
The bear went over . . .
To see what he could see
To see . . .
. . . He saw the other side

Fifty yards in either direction from them, there stood stray, 
uncoupled cars. A yard-engine was backing slowly into 
one of these. (Howard Street was the end of the line, 
where trains were reassembled for the return trip  to the 
Loop.) The engineer, leaning half out of the cab-window, 
stretching to look backwards, watched the operation closely. 
After successfully coupling the car to the engine, he re
laxed and took a large red handkerchief from his pocket 
to wipe the sweat from his face. He was startled to see 
two small boys crossing the tracks, and already three- 
quarters of the way to the other side.—Much too small.

And at last the world took effective notice of them.
He shouted loudly,
“Get the hell off’a there!”
Anxious and annoyed (caught, half-unconsciously, in a 

cruel indecision), the engineer waited to see what would 
happen.

The boys turned in the direction of the voice, greatly 
frightened. They saw a b lur of red cloth attached to a 
waving arm. Donald Lasky began at once, hurriedly but 
carefully, to finish the distance to the other side.

Donald Freeman remained rooted where he stood, while 
his confusion grew to equal his excitement, and both were 
great. He felt completely alone in a wide world suddenly 
become threatening and alien: the mysteries closed in upon 
him: nature drew her sword. W anting to run, to escape, 
he did not know the way. He felt his foot getting caught 
between the ties: violently he yanked it free.—Don’t try to 
hold m e! He started to run, but had somehow got turned 
around, and was running toward the side which he had 
come up. His terror increased: he could not see the danger 
which he knew was flooding him away. W hy am 1 here? 
Irrelevant images charged through his consciousness, now 
in chaos: the desire-feel to be home, snug but free, in the
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cool and comforting darkness of his mother’s bedroom, 
with her assuring presence and fam iliar body nearby; or 
to have again the perfunctory monkey, the wild rooster, the 
crazy man, the organ-grinder (he saw again and wanted all 
of these.) He even remembered that his mother would be 
angry when. . . . No1 longer could he see adequately: so 
he stumbled, then fell, his hands crossing the “ live” third- 
rail, and his head hitting the ground near to that deadly 
metal------

Soundless, fierce, an air-like nothingness flamed through 
every cell of his body. His face began to contort: in 
spasms, his throat and mouth struggled violently to func
tion. And like a marionette on a string, lying on a table, 
being jangled unkindly, his arms and legs jerked. . . .  He 
fell limp.

This, too, the sun beat down upon.
Donald Lasky cried,
“ Donald! D onald!”
The watchman reached the top of the embankment too 

soon not to see. The sight elaborated itself and came to 
include (for him ) the imaged recall of his own clock-ticks 
of crippled misery—the m illions of them.

And the engineer, transfixed (enlightened by indecision), 
stared deep into that pause of reality’s rhythm. . . .

II
The room is made gray by thick, shuddering light. 

Massed but irregular, the people: sombre; and glued like 
shadows against the wall. (Penumbra gray.) They are with  
hands clasped; and from  their bowed heads, sorrowful 
clucks come noiselessly. Their hypocritical presence for  
me.

Doctor and nurse ( both in certain white) stray over me, 
who lies taut and still, listening . . .  (as it continues) . . . 
oh, the swish and scrape o f the doctor s hands and the 
nurse’s feet, and more.

1 try to see through the curious m ound on m y chest— 
to the other side— but cannot. I  cannot raise m y head,— 
so pillowed that (tilting it back only a little, following  
m y eyes) I  see, between the bars o f m y bed, the wall be
hind me: cool gray painted on a hard semi-darkness.

A deathly smell o f gangrene pollutes the air: I  wish he 
would leave the room, whoever is so offensive.

Beneath a thin rustle o f whispering, feet shuffle. Then 
a gasp o f sympathy. . . . Out o f this now I  hear the metal 
noise o f tools at work. Half-dark. I  see only snatches of 
the room: parts o f figures; here; there; a segment of 
color; blank blobs o f ceiling and wall. But I  know the 
enveloping whiteness o f the sheet (a freshness) over me, 
next to me, and around.

This stink and this activity— both endure.
Removed: misshapen; lifelessly fingered at one end and 

at the other, in a ll its (severed) biological diversity, gap
ing; like a stuffed lum p o f rotten wet orange-peel . . .  is 
placed in a brown paper bag and later lost: returned (pre
maturely; alone) to the great garbage-can.

I  sigh with relief, I  don’t know why, and our sweat (and 
more) mingles in a kiss upon m y brow: the wet face comes 
upon its own.

my mother is
. . . and this is all I  can remember having forgotten

In a chair by the doctor’s desk sits Mrs. Freeman, un
comfortably. Somehow it is necessarily at a distance that 
Donald half-fills another seat in the same office. His face 
is now pale, although still round-looking; and there is a 
mixture of hurt in his aspect of wide wonder.

A room of m arble floor and prim ly whitewashed walls. 
The view from the window is im portant; and it is blocked 

by a part of the building nearby,—this spread with sun- 
glinted windows; shining windows forever called up in 
perfect rank and file.

With the serious wisdom of a slightly sentimental busi
nessman, the doctor (perhaps silently) gestures and moves 
his mouth at Mrs. Freeman.

The sun, no longer merely a memory, slices the stone 
floor.

In the midst of which, she asks: “But is it really 
necessary?”

“Yes, it is,” the doctor answers.
“But he’s been through so much in the past few months.” 

(She has begun the habit, even at twenty-nine, of allowing 
that hurt, half-hysterical look to grow slowly, eatingly into 
place whenever the open nothing— an unsolved problem— 
is before her.)

“Yes, I know. That’s true. But I am satisfied with the 
necessity of attempting to remove the obstacle at hand. It 
will make an im portant difference in the future.— You see?
We should try ” The doctor makes a move toward
Donald; then, on a second impulse, checks himself. After 
a moment, he continues: “Another operation will do him 
no harm. He is fully recovered now.”

“Yes . . .  I  know he is.” An involuntary movement 
directs her eyes to the small, brightly-colored sleeve hang
ing half-empty over the left side of Donald’s chair, into 
space. “But still . . . another operation. . . .”

Suddenly Donald sits up straighter, strongly feeling tht- 
need to answer the undigested jumpiness inside him. Then 
it all expands big, and he says (over-loudly in the still
ness), “No, mamma! I don’t want to !” She rushes over 
to coddle him . . . kisses his forehead and tem ples; tries 
to kiss away something in both herself and him. Damp 
grief again.

The mother takes a few short, certain breaths, and 
straightens up. (Facing any necessity, control over one
self is prerequisite.) She tightens her lips, although this 
is not seen, since she speaks through them: “ Donald, how 
would you like mother to get a nice big drum for you? Huh. 
sweetheart? . . . Now how would that be?”

The genii-shape of a drum, growing for some seconds, 
fills the room. Now a lasting dull-echo of its deep beat 
(after flooding the room) rolls irresistibly through the 
window; then relaxes its solidity and floats all-wheres away 
from the hospital— beyond the glass-view. As the ‘sound’ 
disappears, the ‘substance’ m aterializes: a beautiful red 
d rum !
• “ A red one?”

Her hands on him now: “Any color or any kind you 
want, darling!”

“Oooohh . . .  !” he exhales, surprised and pleased and 
baffled.

M y son! scream her nerves.
. . . Without warning, Donald sees as one thing the
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drum and the doctor’s office— sees them together, as they 
exist. He discovers more-hospital standing between him 
and the drum-his.

Under the skin of his small body, half remains hot, 
while the rest becomes cold; part zooms up, and part stays 
down—sticks thickly. So he tries to move to the side; but 
his body only jerks slightly, one cannot move . . .

A ll becomes hazy: the room wraps itself slowly about 
the doctor, who is a part o f the chair and desk; the mother

The Political Relevance

THE editor, in a tribute to Milton Mayer in the March 
issue of Politics, remarks, “ I do not agree with Milton 
Mayer that the best way to act if one has profound 

political objections to this war is to become a C.O. or go 
to ja il; it seems to me one can more effectively fight for 
one’s ideas i f  one does not isolate one’s self from  one’s 
fellow-men, and that the Army is a better place to learn, 
and teach, than either a C.O. camp or a ja il.” (Italics mine) 
It seems to me that the logic and meaning of the position 
taken by Mayer and a considerable number of other left
wingers is a subject which can bear a good deal more dis
cussion in the radical press than it has yet received.

After reading this editorial criticism of Mayer’s posi
tion on page 45 of the March issue, I was rather surprised, 
on page 35, to find the editor’s comment on Max Lem er’s 
remarks about Randolph Bourne. The quotation from 
Lerner reads: “ If there was a fatal flaw in Bourne as a 
social critic, it was that he allowed himself to be . . . 
alienated from the main sources of strength in American 
life, the people themselves.” The editor’s analysis of 
Lerner’s remark is telling: “This totalitarian mystique of 
‘the people’ is simply a way of protecting the oppressors
of the people from  the criticism of men like Bourne.”
Lerner’s criticism of Bourne and the editor’s reflections on 
the left-wing C.O. may not be parallel. Certainly in mo
tive they are not. But, motive aside, I am unable to see 
just wherein they are dissimilar.

However, exploration of this point is not so important 
as investigation of the assumption that the C.O. cuts him
self off from his fellow men. Of course it is true that
the C.O. in a CPS camp or in jail doesn’t see much of
the general public, but then neither does the man in the 
army. Then, too, there may be twenty thousand men in 
an army encampment and two hundred in a C.O. camp or 
a jail, but either the C.O. or the army man will have done 
a pretty good wartime job if he succeeds in thoroughly 
educating two hundred men, or being educated by them. 
It appears then (unless separating one’s self from one’s 
fellow men is to mean nothing at all more than a mystical 
alienation from the folk) that there is something about 
one s companions in a C.O. camp or in a prison that places 
them outside the genus homo sapiens.

One may suspect that a certain stereotype of the C.O. 
as a somewhat unreal or asocial or apolitical character is 
lurking somewhere in the background. A stereotype of the 
C.O. is bound, however, to be a distortion, for the reason 
that by any sociological criterion the distribution of men

begins to evaporate (measured continuum of time ) over 
and around— the outside of— the blob o f the doctor and 
his room and the ivavy furniture and fittings; she seems 
to dissolve, fade into the streaked amorphous marble o f 
the once-floor . . . this making a pretty-colored, almost- 
stone ball o f the old reality, and* donald, very small in 
his chair, grows suddenly sharply defined and very tightly 
still . . .

two hands on a large red drum in his lap

of Conscientious Objection
in a C.O. camp is surprisingly like that of men in the army. 
A census of the approximately 7,000 men in CPS camps 
in 1943 showed about 3,500 farmers, 560 teachers, 200 in 
the building trades, 150 in clerical work, 150 in the metal 
trades, 100 college students, and a distribution of physi
cians, miners, economists, engineers, chicken farmers, 
chemists, lawyers, bee keepers, anthropologists, truck driv
ers, cooks, a professional ball player, and over 100 other 
occupations. The religious distribution included Mennon- 
ites, Jews, Quakers, Unitarians, Brethren, Pentacostals, 
Catholics, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Episcopalians, Russian Mol- 
okans, Methodists, Assembly of God, over 100 other de
nominations, and  421 men wfithout church affiliation. There 
are differences between the C.O. distribution and the army 
distribution: the greater number of farmers, college men, 
and men claiming formal religious connections among 
C.O.’s, the greater prevalence of radical thought in C.O. 
camps, and the presence of an imposed caste system in the 
army and its absence in CPS camps. But the differences 
are hardly such as to place the inhabitants of a C.O. camp 
outside the pale of one’s fellow men.

As to results, no one expects any spectacular returns 
from men caught up in the conscriptive machine. Most 
of the C.O.’s day is spent in “made” work and general 
piddling, but from the left-wing viewpoint the day’s chores 
in the army can hardly be regarded as of intense social 
significance (at least not positive significance). The growth 
of Socialist Party locals (in some CPS camps they in
clude over 10% of camp strength) bears witness to the 
fact that if the day’s work is not always exactly “of na
tional importance,” the evenings and the project bull ses
sions are not entirely lost. At least one incident in C.O. 
history in this war is worth remembering: In April, 1943, 
when General Hershey placed an arbitrary ban on assem
bly for civilian C.O.’s (contemporaneously remarking that 
the same principle might eventually be applied to labor 
union m eetings), the C.O.’s performed a service to the 
cause of civil liberty by resisting and still resisting. A 
disproportionately large number of the men involved are 
Socialists.

Of the objector in jail it is even less true, in any real 
sense, that he breaks with his fellow man. There is proba
bly no situation in which a drafted man can place him
self which brings him into closer identification with the 
elemental social struggle than in a prison. I should like 
to give just one statement by a C.O. prisoner as typical 
of the kind of probing that goes o n : “ I have concluded that
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there are only two anti-social elements in society —  the 
people who are in prison, or would be in prison if they 
could be caught, and the people who are running things. 
Of the two groups, the men in prison are far less danger
ous and far more honest.” Lest this be considered an iso
lated example, or a merely theoretical conclusion, there 
is the fact that when their well-meaning but not-too-under- 
standing friends on the outside suggested a separate prison 
for C.O.’s where they might be segregated from “ordinary 
criminals,” C.O. prisoners in large number protested that 
they did not see the distinction between themselves and 
“ordinary criminals” and did not wish to be separated.

The idea that prison means the end of participation in 
life was nurtured even in the C.O. camps during the early 
days of the war, but subsequent events have dislodged it. 
One of them was the work strike at Danbury Prison, over 
the issue of race segregation, successfully terminated last 
December, which ranks with the Lynn and Levy cases as 
an effective protest against race discrimination. Another 
was the non-cooperation stand taken by Louis Taylor and 
Stanley Murphy, which culminated in nation-wide pub
licity and official investigation of brutality in the Federal 
Prison at Springfield, Mo. A third was the hunger strike 
at the Lewisburg, Pa., Prison, over censorship of m ail and 
periodicals, which was also successfully ended last Decem
ber. I happened to be visiting a federal prisoner at McNeil 
Island, Washington, shortly after the Lewisburg hunger 
strike ended. He asked how the strike had come out. I 
replied that it had been terminated, apparently with a 
victory. He remarked, “ I thought something of the sort 
must have happened; within the past couple of weeks cen
sorship of m ail and periodicals has been noticeably re
laxed.” Among the results has been the admission of The 
Call to federal prisons.

Though the C.O. may achieve such changes of a “ reform” 
type, however, the stand of the conscientious objector is 
still presumably conceived by many to be a politically 
futile gesture. To the extent that this notion may be true, 
its truth is due at least in part to the fact that the “political” 
objectors have in large number gone into the m ilitary m a
chine and left the “ religious” objectors to hold the line alone. 
But there is something more significant than this to be said.

Capitalism and imperialism of course depend, basically, 
upon the possibility of waging war. They depend on a 
lot of things, but this is one of them. W ar is an essential 
tool in an expanding imperialism, or in a regime faced 
with internal dissension and the need to divert the revolu
tionary dynamic away from  concern with domestic issues. 
But war involves dangers. As the editor says (February, 
p. 8 ), “War is the supreme crisis of any class society; then 
as never in peacetime does the ruling class need the sup
port of the ruled.” This support, in tu rn , rests upon the 
ideological foundation of the patriotic myth. The most 
pertinent aspect of the mjyth, or of the nationalistic ideology, 
is the belief that whatever the place of overt opposition in 
time of peace, it has no place in war time. Because this 
belief is an axiom in the patriotic mythology, any state can 
be certain of an adequate supply of cannon fodder just as 
soon as it manages to declare war. No matter how pacifistic 
its youth and their elders may be in peace time, the state

can always count on them to be on the firing line when 
and if war comes.

The potentiality present in conscientious objection is 
demonstrated by the utterly disproportionate nuisance value 
of our handful of C.O.’s, a nuisance value which has proved 
a constant headache to the army and the prisons and has 
led them (unfortunately with the assent of the churches 
and a large number of the C.O.’s) to pawn them off on 
the religious agencies. Today the conscientious objector, 
and the conscientious objector alone, stands out as the 
possible nucleus for the only movement which can shatter 
the confidence of the state in its ability to effectively make 
war i f  and when it wishes. Peace time pacifism and “criti
cal support” cannot do it. The fact that the removal of 
the causes of war is perhaps more basic does not negate 
the fact that removal of causes and prevention of the occa
sion must proceed simultaneously or not at all. If  capital
ism breeds war, then the possibility of war perpetuates 
capitalism. The conscientious objector alone holds the 
line against the nationalistic myth in a politically meaning
ful way.

In the last analysis, however, I suspect that the thing 
that makes the conscientious objector is something pretty 
personal. It is a conviction that there are in life certain 
evils which are so fundamental that he cannot himself 
contribute directly to them. In such situations, his sense 
of rightness and wrongness is such that an intellectual 
calculus of possible indirect consequences, immediate and 
remote, seems a little far-fetched. Though his individual 
influence, either direct or symbolic, may be infinitesimal, 
yet he is determined that so far as he can throw any weight 
one way or the other, he is going to throw his as directly 
as possible against the evil.

In these days when relativism has penetrated left-wing 
thought along with other sectors, sometimes to the degree 
which Sorokin describes as ethical atomization, absolutes 
are not very popular. Nevertheless, the left winger who 
applies relativistic analysis to his own participation in this 
war acts by absolutes in many less significant spheres of 
daily life. He will not, for example, scab on his fellow 
workers or walk through a picket line or hire out as a 
Pinkerton spy because the people he might meet by so 
doing are more interesting or more educable. He will not 
participate in a lynching, or in a race riot, in order to 
avoid separating himself from his fellow men, or because 
the experience might be valuable. Yet he will justify 
bombing his fellow men in chains throughout the globe, 
and cremate women and children of his own class in liquid 
fire, and do his part in setting in motion a tidal wave of 
world-wide reaction, all for purposes with which he is in 
profound disagreement, because to do otherwise would be 
to isolate himself from his comrades. This is what it is 
difficult (though not impossible) for the conscientious ob
jector to understand.

It is my suspicion, which events will have to confirm 
or disprove, that “critical support” of the war is the Achilles 
heel of left-wing thinking today. I believe it is no distor
tion of the editor’s terminology to label as “critical sup
porter” the left-winger who has profound political objec
tions to the war but enters the army. It is hard to see 
how entry into the armed forces can be termed effective
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“rejection”, whatever the individual’s private or hitherto 
expressed views. It is only fair to say that since the al
ternatives are not free, it would also be inappropriate to 
term entry into the army “acceptance” of the war in the 
sense of approval or a waiver of obligation to do any
thing about it. But “support” would seem to be a term 
descriptive of the overt act and its predictable consequences, 
as contrasted with the stand of the C.O. The deed in this 
case would seem more significant than the word, and even 
the word (of opposition) becomes pretty much of an im
possibility unless one wishes to become a candidate for 
court-martial, which is at least equivalent to going to prison 
in the first place.

As the editor so clearly states in the February issue (p. 
8), in a dilemma which he never seems to resolve, critical 
support is “ formally imaginable” but “a historical impos
sibility.” Critical non-support is, therefore, the only al
ternative, in the actual situation, to effective assent to a 
process whose effects must overwhelmingly negate anything 
that the left-winger can learn or leach in the armed forces. 
If the objective impact of war-bred reaction is supple
mented, in the days of post-war disillusionment, by an 
ideological reaction against labor and left-wing leaders who 
knew better but could not overtly break with the war m a
chine, the disaster will be only the greater.

DON CALHOUN

By W a y  of Rejoinder

Don Calhoun has made out a much stronger case for 
Conscientious Objection as a political anti-war tactic than 
I should have imagined possible. I should like to make a 
few points, both of dissent and of agreement.

(1) Calhoun is mistaken if he thinks I give “critical” 
support to the war effort. In my article, “Why Politics?” 
in the February issue, I tried to show, by analysis of the 
actual course of events since 1939, that “critical support” 
of the war by workers and socialists is a trap , that the 
nature of the war as conducted by the present social re
gimes in the United Nations is such that its leftwing sup
porters, however “critical”, become paralyzed and impo
tent to advance or even to defend their own progressive 
values. Since it is well known that my own values are 
socialist, 1 had thought the logic would be clear: that the 
present regimes must be basically changed before the pres
ent war can become “our” war. I was apparently wrong, 
however, and so I take this opportunity to state explicitly 
that 1 do not now believe, and have never believed, that 
the proper policy for those of us in the United Nations 
concerned with humanly progressive ends is, or ever was, 
to support this war.* I might add that I see no “dilemma” 
in the fact that critical support of the war is “ formally 
imaginable” but “a historical impossibility”— unless, of 
course, one is a professional philosopher more concerned 
with the formalities of logic than with the realties of 
history.

* F or a fu lle r expression of m y views (an d  I  m ust in sist th a t a 
fu ller exposition is necessary , since I  by no m eans subscribe  to the 
sectarian  form ula th a t this w ar is m erely  an im perialist w ar like the  
last one; the  reality  is m uch m ore com plex) see “ 10 Propositions 
on the W ar” by C lem ent G reenberg  and m yself (Partisan Review , 
Ju ly -A n g u s t, 1941) and “ T he (A m erican) People’s C entury” 
U artisan Review , July-A ugust, 1942). M y standpoin t on th e  war 
tas not changed essentially  since those  a rtic les were w ritten.

(2) As to my remarks on Lerner and M ayer: surely 
the difference is that Lerner is objecting to Bourne’s criti
cal attitude itself, whereas I am objecting not at all to 
M ayer’s repudiation of the war (with which I  agree) but 
simply to the means by which he expresses that attitude. 
Lerner’s quarrel with Bourne involves principles, mine 
with Mayer tactics.

(3) I think it is a distortion of my terminology to label 
as a “critical supporter” of the war the leftwinger who sub
mits to the draft and enters the Army. For one thing, 
this is something like calling a worker a critical supporter 
of capitalism because he works for a capitalist. For an
other, entering or not entering the armed forces is a ques
tion of tactics, not principles for the leftist. The question 
presents itself to him thus: will he be able to further his 
ends better if he submits to the draft, or if he goes to 
jail (or a  C.O. cam p)? “Support” , which involves per
sonal endorsement, does not enter in at all.

(4) Nor can I agree that in itself Conscientious Objec
tion is m orally superior, so far as the guilt of waging 
war goes, to serving in the armed forces. This seems an 
unimaginative conception of modern warfare. Both the
C.O. and the soldier are part of the apparatus of total war. 
The C.O.’s do “work of national importance” , such as fight
ing forest fires and serving as orderlies in hospitals. Since 
forest fires must be fought by some one, and hospital p a 
tients cared for by some one, this means so much m an
power is released for the m ilitary machine. Even the 
peaceful business of growing vegetables, if the grower 
raises more than he himself eats, makes it possible 
to send vegetable-growers into the Army. Modern society 
is organized so completely that only the individual who 
like Thoreau lives entirely for himself and to himself can 
avoid being involved in the machinery and contributing to 
its, not his, ends.

Many C.O.’s complain because their work is not impor
tant enough. This is humanly understandable, but it would 
be more logical of them to complain that their work is of 
too great importance. Even serving as stretcher-bearers and 
ambulance-drivers, a service many C.O.’s have (vainly) 
asked to be allowed to perform , and a service which re
moves the m ajor guilt-feeling of the C.O., namely that he 
is not sharing the physical risks of the common soldier, 
even this is open to question if you pose the problem in 
terms of cremating women and children in liquid fire. 
Caring for its wounded is essential to a modern army be
cause (a) many of them can be salvaged and used again; 
and (b) the m orale of those not wounded, and of the home 
front, would slump if the wounded were neglected. The 
stretcher-bearer C.O. is thus an integral part of the m ili
tary machine and shares its guilt—or would share it if 
the American Army permitted him to serve, as the British 
do. (It will be understood that in the above I  am simply 
following out the logic of Calhoun’s attempt to draw dis
tinctions in individual moral guilt between various func
tional relationships to total warfare. Personally, I think 
this attempt, so far as the rank-and-file soldiers and civili
ans are concerned, is futile and a source of confusion.)

(5) The C.O. does have a m oral advantage, however, 
over the man who submits to being drafted: that of refus
ing to cooperate in the war effort to the extent the State 
commands him to—even though, in an ultimate sense, he 
can escape cooperation only by taking to the hills. At 
least he puts limits on his obedience, at least he con
fronts the State power with his own conditions, at least 
he makes an overt gesture of opposition to the war. In a 
period like the present in this country, when there is no 
immediate prospect of effective political action to realize
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ultimate principles, there is something very attractive about 
the C.O.’s kind of individual m oral stand. His day-to-day 
actions and his long-range convictions, if they do not wholly 
coincide, are at least on speaking terms with each other. 
One of the psychologically dessicating qualities of Trotsky
ist political behavior, in my experience, was the gross fa il
ure of this coincidence. As an individual, the Trotskyist 
in a non-revolutionary period conforms outwardly to the 
life around him: he pays taxes, he does what the boss tells 
him  to, he refrains from assaulting bourgeois politicians 
or blowing up banks, and in time of war he perform s the 
ultimate act of outward conformity: he enters the Army 
if drafted. The political logic of his behavior is perfect: 
he does all this provisionally, as it were, because he be
lieves he can thus better prepare an organization which can 
act in some future crisis; the less energies he dissipates in 
prem ature individualistic gestures of rebellion, the more 
he can devote to serious political work; the less he dis
tinguishes himself in everyday behavior from the mass of 
people, the more effectively he can get into contact with 
them to influence them on basic issues. Such is the theory. 
And yet, and yet . . . the years go by, the grand political 
end is still far off, and he is in danger of either dropping 
out of the revolutionary movement and accepting the domin
ant values of this society (a  transition eased by his years 
of outward conform ity), or else, if he remains faithful, 
of becoming deadened, routinized by years of frustration 
which is doubly severe because it exists on the level of 
personal behavior as well as of politics. The C.O., like 
the European anarchist or our own old-time Wobblies, at 
least reacts spontaneously, immediately against the evils 
he fights, and shapes his everyday behavior to fit his p rin
ciples. This is a great thing.*

(6 ) I am not so much impressed by Don Calhoun’s 
arguments for Conscientious Objection as a means of in
fluencing large numbers of people to certain political 
actions. His own figures show that half the C.O.’s are 
farmers and that they are mostly quite religious. This is 
not a normal cross-section of American society, nor is it 
a particularly promising group to try  to influence in a 
radical direction. As for developing Conscientious Objec
tion into a mass anti-war movement, that seems unlikely: 
it is wholly negativistic, it does not deal with the causes 
of wars, it offers no way of reorganizing society on a more 
human basis. The tragi-comic history of the Oxford Pledge 
movement shows that sim ple m oral objection to war is not 
enough to hold most people to their pacifist beliefs once 
war has actually begun. It is true, as Calhoun points out, 
that the C.O. has a “nuisance value” out of proportion to 
his numbers—and yet even here I must say that, judging 
from the increasing complaints I have heard and read about 
the way C.O. camps are run, it would seem the C.O. has 
not been altogether successful in defending even his own 
special interests. Also, I  gather that most C.O.’s find their 
camp experience almost as frustrating as life in the Army 
would be, and would not agree with Calhoun’s picture of 
the life.

If I had to choose between becoming a C.O. and sub
m itting to the draft— and it would be a Hobson’s choice, 
like most presented us today— I should still choose the 
latter. Obviously, so long as the existing social order holds

* “M ost men have a  T h ird  H eaven of abstrac t theories,”  writes 
Jam es R edpath  in  h is P u b lic  L ife  o f Capt. John Brown, “ while their 
civil actions form  th e  p illa rs of a  H ell. John  Brown’s acts were in 
harm ony with his G od-inspired creed .” In  ou r tim es, when the  
coincidence of personal and p u b lic  values has becom e a  luxury  few 
of us can afford (o r dare  a ffo rd ), th e  life  of the  hero of Pottow- 
attom ie and H arp ers F e rry  is strangely  moving and inspiriting .

together, the army is not a promising field for radical 
political activity. Its leadership is notably reactionary, 
and has at its disposal the most complete and effective 
means of silencing opposition. It is only when things 
begin to bubble in civilian society that the army thaws 
out, and the radical soldier gets any chance to push things 
in his direction. No bubbling is to be expected in this 
war in this country, but Europe is another matter. It is 
possible, even likely, that the m illions of American troops 
who will occupy Europe in the next few years will be 
confronted with popular revolutionary movements which 
will appeal to their sympathies and will pose to them the 
classic soldier’s choice in a revolutionary situation: whether 
to obey his officers or his feelings. In such a case, the 
radical would be more effective in the armed forces than 
in a C.O. camp.

It may be, however, that this war and its aftermath will 
fail to shatter to any extent the structure of organized and 
rationalized lunacy which imprisons us today. In that case, 
individual protest will become more important— just as 
it has more importance in this war than in the last because 
of the greater failure this time of the mass workingclass 
movement to oppose the war. And in any case, after our 
experiences with the bureaucratic degeneration of the Bol
shevik revolutionary movement, radicals must be more con
cerned about individual m orality than they have been in 
the past. This seems to me to be the political relevance 
of Conscientious Objection.

D W IG H T MACDONALD

A  P R A C T IC A L  M A N  S P E A K S

" I f  your honor please, gen tlem en  o f the jury. There has been a lot 
of reference to  C h rist ian ity  an d  the B ib le  in th is case. I con fess—  
not b oastfu lly  you un derstand— that pe rhap s I am  not as g o o d  a 
C h rist ian  as I o u gh t  to  be. Y o u  take th is stuff like 'tu rn ing the other 
cheek' an d  'lo v in g  your enem ies' and 'd o in g  g o o d  to  them  th a t hate  
you'. That's  all very well. It 's  very fine. But I believe in using co m 
m on sense in re lig ion.

"Y o u  know w hat w ould  happ en  if  we tried  to  take that stuff seri
ously now. W e 'v e  g o t  a W A R  on, gen tlem en! W h a t  w ould  happen  
if e ve rybo d y  tried  to  pu t th is in to  p ra c t ic e ?  W h o  w ould  f ig h t  this 
w a r? "

— A rg u m e n t  to  the  ju ry  b y  D is t r ic t -A tto rn e y  M o o n e y ,  
o f  Jack son , Tenn., d u r in g  the  tria l o f  ten  N e g r o  re lig io u s  p ac ifists  on  
c h a rg e s  o f  re fu s ing  to  o b e y  the  Se le c t iv e  S e rv ice  A c t .  Q u o t e d  in 
" F e l lo w sh ip "  fo r  M a y ,  1944.
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Eree and Equal

A N  A M E R IC A N  D IL E M M A .  The N egro  Problem and 
Modern Democracy. By Gunnar Myrdal. Harper. $7.50. 
2 Volumes.

This is without doubt the most formidable, penetrating, 
exhaustive and depressing of the shoal of studies on the 
eternal American Negro problem that the presses have 
poured forth increasingly in the past century. It runs to 
forty-five chapters which deal learnedly with every aspect 
of the problem from “American Ideals and the Aanerican 
Conscience” to “America Again at the Crossroads in the 
Negro Problem”, and ends in quandary on Page 1024. That 
is to say, it ends, for all its vast erudition, where every 
book and pamphlet has ended which sought to study ob
jectively this most vexatious question.

In addition to the 1024 pages, there are over 400 more 
pages of appendices, footnotes, book and pamphlet lists, 
and an index which runs to 42 pages of tiny type. Myrdal, 
with his assistants, Richard Sterner and Arnold Rose, seem 
to have read everything, consulted everybody and traveled 
everywhere in search of the truth about interracial rela
tions in the United States. A distinguished Swedish scholar 
who had only visited briefly in this country before getting 
his assignment from the Carnegie Corporation, Myrdal 
brought as much objectivity to the appraisal of this con
troversial question as anybody on this earth possibly could, 
and probably more. Only a man from Mars could have 
surveyed the idiocies of the so-called Negro problem with 
more impartiality. It is clear that neither an Englishman, 
Frenchman, Dutchman, Belgian, Italian, Spaniard, German 
nor Greek could have tackled this formidable job without 
some bias. And of course an American would have been 
out of the question, whether white or colored; although 
there are Negro scholars here who might have approached 
Myrdal’s objectivity.

This Swedish scientist soon discovered what every student 
of the so-called Negro problem soon learns but few admit: 
namely, that the American people are positively insane on 
the color question. There is no other word appropriate 
to describe the utter irrationality which dominates or ter
rorizes the vast m ajority of Americans. This madness has 
completely colored American thinking and folkways for 
the past three centuries and has had a profound influence 
on the course of American history. It has played squarely 
mto the hands of scheming statesmen and ambitious dema
gogues. There is not a single phase of American life that 
it does not touch. It is like some fell malady eating ma
lignantly into the bones, tissues and cells of our social 
body, the while, with the optimism of tuberculars, we 
vociferously proclaim  our virility and assert confidence in 
our longevity.

Practically all the leading raceologists seem to have 
advised or collaborated with M yrdal, so this two-volume 
study actually represents a distillation of the knoweldge 
and opinion of the most eminent American thinkers on the 
subject, strained through an im partial mind. The work 
throughout is characterized by great scholarship, wise edit
ing, balanced judgment and conclusions which are modest, 
restrained and sometimes reveal a sardonic humor. This 
latter is a welcome relief because most white Americans 
writing about “ the problem” are usually grim and hum or

less. Negroes laugh at these idiocies very frequently, of 
course, but that is to be expected since they are more sophis
ticated than their paler brethren. Indeed, Myrdal, coming 
here as a stranger to our madhouse, immediately discerned 
that the vast self-deception of the whites on interracial m at
ters was not shared by the Negroes. Black opportunists 
with their eyes glued on the main chance, cleverly soft pedal 
and dissimulate, but practically all of them know better.

There is something profoundly depressing about the uni
versal ignorance of Negroes by white people and, what is 
worse, the childish zeal to obscure this ignorance and evade 
any responsibility. If  there were international competi
tion in buck passing, the Americans would win all the gold 
medals. Being ignorant is bad enough, but as Myrdal 
points out, the majority of American whites actually want 
to be ignorant—and they succeed without difficulty.

The author has a field day on the contradiction between 
American principles and practices. One of the differences 
between the South African and American whites in dealing 
with the black helots, is that the former state frankly that 
they must keep the natives down by every device which 
suggests itself to alert ruling class minds in order to con
tinue to maintain white supremacy. The latter, however, 
with the possible exception of some of the franker Southern 
politicians, pretend that they have no such feeling; that 
“all men are created equal” ; that they believe in freedom 
and democracy; that there is no caste system in the United 
States; that every man has a chance regardless of color, 
and so on ad nauseam. The only American Negroes who 
believe this are in padded cells. However, the American 
whites must at least be credited with a desire for these 
principles to be practiced. There is something of the mis
sionary in every American. At the snap of a finger he is 
ready to go out and save somebody by preachment or by 
physical force. His conscience is always whipping him 
to a frazzle. Thus, while determined that the colored 
brother shall remain on a lower socio-economic level, white 
America is not averse to educating him to occupy a higher 
level.

So encyclopaedic is this work that many of the older 
books cluttering up the home may be turned over to paper 
salvage. Carefully Myrdal moves from one phase to an
other of the “problem ”, from race to population and m i
gration, to economics, to politics and justice, to jim crow- 
ism and social stratification, and so on to his final state
ment on the dilemma in Chapter 45. While the position 
of the Negro has steadily improved, bi-racialism has in
creased: i.e., the so-called races as such are more removed 
from each other. The former “ free” enclaves and islands 
are rapidly disappearing as the pattern of jim  crowism 
and segregation are m ore widely accepted. Nevertheless, 
as Myrdal says, “The gradual destruction of the popular 
theory behind race prejudice is the most im portant of all 
social trends in the field of interracial relations” . He points 
out what every student must have observed, that “even the 
white man who defends discrimination frequently describes 
his motive as ‘prejudice’ and says that it is ‘irrational’ . . . 
The white man is thus in the process of losing confidence 
in the theory which gave reason and meaning to his way 
of life. And since he has not changed his life much, he 
is in a dilemma.”

Meantime the colored brethren “permeated by the demo
cratic and equalitarian values of the American culture” are 
becoming increasingly m ilitant and demanding. The fic
tion of the submissiveness of the Negro (which never had 
any validity) is now as dead in America as the Sermon 
on the Mount—killed by riots, demonstrations and what 
Negrophobes call bumptiousness. Myrdal is right hold-
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ing that both South and North “ there is much sullen 
scepticism, and even cynicism, and vague, tired, angry dis
satisfaction among American Negroes today” . He observes 
ominously that “The situation is grave, and the years to 
come will provide a serious test of the political resouce- 
fulness of white authorities and of other white and Negro 
leaders” .

It is all too true that tension between the two elements 
is growing. The so-called Negro is sick and tired of being 
booted about by those whom he does not regard as his 
betters (although they may think so). Today he wants all 
the rights and privileges any other American enjoys, and 
he means to have them. All of his leaders are unani
mously agreed on that, and his 200 newspapers chorus it 
weekly. It would be a mistake, however, for any one to 
assume that this militancy of the Negro who is actually a 
mixture of European, African and Amerindian) is newly- 
found. Throughout American history runs the fear of 
Negro uprisings and disorders, and the actual fact of nu
merous pitched battles resulting from efforts of Negroes 
to win the dignity of manhood status. It is well to remem
ber that just as there has been a fairly consistent American 
international policy for the past century and a half, so has 
there been a fairly consistent American Negro strategy for 
the same period. Tire forces have been adroitly, and in 
the main intelligently, led. All along the Negroes have 
been much more clear-visioned than the whites; and in 
the larger sense they have even been more patriotic because 
they have persistently fought for the American Creed— 
the principles which white America has loudly pronounced 
but grudgingly practiced, if at all.

Myrdal sees all this and more. Nor is he blind to the 
Negro’s shortcomings and the extreme difficulties in his 
path. It is refreshing to come upon a hook like An Am eri
can Dilemma after wading through the mountains of drivel 
thrown up by “scholars” with one eye on the Great Taboo. 
He is modest enough to predict no solution, for the prob
lem may well be insoluble. But he certainly enlightens 
and stimulates us, and that is all we should expect.

GEORGE S. SCHUYLER

G E O R G E  F IT Z H U G H : P R O P A G A N D IS T  O F  TH E  O L D  
S O U T H . By Harvey W ish. Louisiana State University Press. 
$3. 
H E N R Y  W . G R A D Y :  S P O K E S M A N  O F  T H E  N E W  SO U T H .  
By Raymond B. Nixon. Knopf. $4.

It is a happy coincidence that biographies of George 
Fitzhugh and Henry W. Grady should appear simultane
ously. The words and deeds of these two men, each a 
powerful figure in different epochs of Southern history, 
reveal certain persistent themes in that section’s develop
ment, and pour a flood of light on the question of how the 
South got to be what it is today. Here too is striking evi
dence of the techniques of class rule.

George Fitzhugh of Virginia, lawyer, planter, and author 
of two books and countless articles, was in the vanguard 
of the proslavery militants who discarded Jeffersonian 
liberalism, embraced slavery as a desirable and enduring 
institution, and sought to mold a unified South ruled by an 
elite of cultured, landed patricians. To Fitzhugh the 
equalitarianism of the Declaration of Independence was 
“exuberantly false and arborescently fallacious.” Posing 
a counter-thesis, he contended that “ some were born with 
saddles on their backs, and others booted and spurred to 
ride them.— and the riding does them good.” Accepting 
Gobineau’s racial theories, he regarded slavery as the only

practical relationship between the “ superior” whites and 
“ inferior” blacks. Slavery was a system worthy of wide 
propagation. Lincoln, in his “House Divided” speech of 
1858, was merely paraphrasing Fitzhugh who had written 
four years earlier: “One set of ideas will govern and con
trol after awhile the civilized world. Slavery will every
where be abolished, or everywhere be reinstituted.” The 
potentially dangerous non-slaveholders were held in line 
with generous doses of the gospel of “White Supremacy” 
and lurid descriptions of the consequences of Negro 
emancipation.

Fitzhugh’s economic ideology was essentially pre-capital- 
istic. As an exponent of an agrarian South he was a caustic 
critic of nineteenth century laissez faire liberalism. In 
strangely Marxian terms, he defined the “ free” labor system 
as nothing more than slavery to capital, expounded the 
labor theory of value, and accepted the dialectics of the 
class struggle. However Fitzhugh’s answer to the contra
dictions of capitalism was not a proletarian revolution, but 
slavery, “white or black” , which he offered as the only 
workable form of socialism. With Carlyle, he favored a 
Tory Democracy of feudal paternalism. And in his writ
ings there were recurrent hints to Northern capitalists that 
the menace of dissatisfied workers dictated an alliance with 
conservative Southern planters. Indeed the post-Civil War 
rapprochement, of Northern Tories and Southern Bourbons 
is a fitting monument to the labors of George Fitzhugh.

While this propagandist of the Old South held slavery 
to be the normal status of labor, the New South, for which 
Henry W. Gradv was an eloquent spokesman, came close 
to proving it. Gradv- the intrepid orator and enternrising 
editor of the Atlanta Constitution in the 1880’s, was the sort 
of man one wouldn’t have wanted to know. A chronic 
optimist, a sweet dispenser of warmth and sunshine, he 
was one of those ungrown men who live in happy ignor
ance of the sordid facts of life. In a characteristic flight 
of oratory he confessed a love for “anvthing that is soul
ful, bright, and cheerful, that tries to dissipate the sombre 
clouds—to brin^ the sunshine out—to make things happy 
and heartv.” His virtues were those of the professional 
Rotarian, his philosophy that of the chamber of commerce, 
his ethics those of the market place.

As an exponent of the New' South idea Gradv was ready 
to turn his hack upon the past, accent the results of the 
Civil War. and imbibe deeply the spirit of industrial capi
talism. The South was to be saved bv inviting Northern 
capital to participate in the exploitation of her natural 
and hnp-ipp resources. Railroad*? would be built, cotton 
farmeries would be brought to the rollon fields, steel mills 
would sprin<r up near her eoal and iron mines, and agri
culture would be diversified. Induing Gradv bv the com- 
panv bp bent bo wa= thoroughly identified with Bourbon 
politicians. Wall Strpet operators, and “Robber Barons.” 
As a stork market speculator and the promoter of a large 
newspaper enterprise his interests were identical with
their?.

G~or~r‘ Fitzhugh. in later vears. apparently found h not 
too diffirjjlt to ad’nst b ’mself to the chancre wrought bv 
the Civil War. He became reconciled to indwctrialization 
and was reedv to admit That our negroes will be more 
profitable to th d r  employers than were slaves to their 
mapters. . . . We have adopted the hi"h-pressure system of 
free competitive coeietv and exchanged hickor’es fo- hun- 
o-pr.”  Perhaps the d’fi"p»-ennoo between the Fitzhugh and 

obilosoph v  w p r o  Tint so bps’p p**|er all.
C onfron ted  bv  a r i s in g  t id °  o f  a g ra r ia n  discontent,  la ter  

to  cu lm ina te  in P o p u l ism .  G radv  s truck  com m on e-round 
with F itzhugh  a t  an o th e r  point.  F o r  the re  was li t t le  d iffe r
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ence in their use of the “Negro menace” as a device to 
subordinate the lower classes to Bourbon leadership. Grady 
too preached the gospel of “White Supremacy,” denounced 
Northern “agitators,” and contended that the Negro’s best 
friends “are the people among whom he lived.” In a more 
candid vein he confessed that white domination “ is simply 
the domination of intelligence and property,” and ex
pressed a belief in the disfranchisement of the “ ignorant 
and unfit” of both races. Again the New South revealed 
its debt to the Old.

Wish’s biography of Fitzhugh is critical, objective and 
definitive. Nixon’s study is none of these things. He has 
uncovered the m aterial for an adequate evaluation of Grady, 
but he is too busy praising, pardoning and justifying to 
make it. He regards Grady’s leadership as “constructive” 
and “ liberal,” and his approach to the race problem as 
“enlightened and entirely practical.” Perhaps Mr. Nixon 
was blinded by the glare of Henry Grady’s Georgia 
sunshine.

K E N N E T H  M . STA M PP

"Caribbean Laboratory" by Joseph M . Jones. FO RTU N E,  
February, 1944.

Mostly reassuring double-talk by a former official of 
the State Department. But has some extremely interesting 
data about the “color question” in the British possessions 
in the Caribbean.

In Jamaica there is no color line, legally or socially. 
“The one forbidden question in any section of Jamaica 
society is, ‘Is he colored?’ Most of the political leader
ship of the island is colored, and, as in all British West 
Indian islands, the colored predominate throughout the 
professions and the civil services, including the higher 

osts.” So too in Trinidad. In the sm aller British islands, 
owever— Barbados, Bermuda, the Bahamas— the whites 

draw a sharp color line. Jones thinks the reason for this 
difference is that in Jamaica and Trinidad, the Negroes 
have the vote, whereas in the other three islands, they are 
“almost wholly disenfranchised by property requirements 
for voting and holding office. In other words, following 
the emancipation of the slaves, the local whites, having 
government more or less in their own hands, have preserved 
their social and economic position much as have the South
erners in the United States.” It would thus appear that 
there is a connection, as Southern “white supremacy” dema
gogues claim, between social equality and full civil rights. 
It would also appear that race feeling has nothing to do 
with “superior” or “ inferior” races but rather with which 
race— if either—gets the jump, politically, on the other.

Jones notes that the Dutch and the French are more 
civilized than the English in their Caribbean race policy. 
Intermarriage, as well as complete social equality, is taken 
for granted in their possessions. “ The people of M ar
tinique walk with dignity, with neither curiosity nor superi
ority nor inferiority toward a white man.”

And what about us? When thousands of white Ameri
cans came to the British islands after Pearl H arbor to 
build naval bases, the barbarism  of American racial cus
toms was quickly exposed. Southerners behaved as at home 
with explosive results. Since the police and judges were 
also colored, the American master-racists got some much- 
needed education, via jail cells and fines. Jones sum
marizes the effect on the colored people of Jamaica and 
Trinidad of this contact with the primitive tribal mores 
of ̂ the United States:

In the winter of 1940-1941 well-qualified observers

reported a widespread desire in the British West Indies, 
especially among the colored labor political leaders, for 
the United States to take over the islands. It was felt that 
the United States would spend more money, pay better 
wages, and grant political concessions more readily. Now, 
1944, West Indians no longer want annexation by the 
United States . . . W hy? There is a story going the rounds 
about the Negro who was asked how he liked working for 
the British as compared with Americans. ‘Well,’ he said, 
‘the Britisher gives you 50 cents and calls you m ister; the 
American gives you a dollar and a half and calls you, 
‘Hey George!’ ”

A  Note on the Repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act.

The recent repeal of the Chinese Exclusion Act was widely 
greeted as a token, long overdue and not very generous to 
be sure, but still well meant, of our rising esteem for the 
Chinese people. W hat escaped general notice, however, 
was the fact that the repeal, far from putting Chinese on 
an equal basis with other foreigners seeking United States 
citizenship, slyly discriminated against them.

Any foreigner admissible to United States citizenship 
who has assumed the citizenship of another country can 
apply for United States citizenship on the quota of his 
adopted country. Except Chinese. The repeal provides 
that a Chinese must enter on the Chinese quota, whether 
he is a citizen of China or of any other country. There 
is another joker, too. Foreign wives of American citizens 
are non-quota immigrants, enabled to enter this country 
and apply for citizenship even when the quotas of their 
native countries are full. Again, except Chinese. Chinese 
wives of American citizens, according to the repeal bill, 
must seek citizenship on the Chinese quota, or not at all. 
When Congress decided that it would be all right to admit 
one hundred and five Chinese to citizenship annually, it 
meant one hundred and five, and no nonsense about the 
usual exceptions.

While the repeal bill was still before the Senate Com
mittee on Immigration, a representative of the American 
Civil Liberties Union attempted to discuss it with Senator 
Richard Russell of Georgia, the chairman. His efforts to 
reach Senator Russell failed. When he took the m atter 
up with an official in the Far Eastern Division of the State 
Department, he was requested to let it drop. The possi
b ility of the repeal b ill’s defeat was already causing anx
iety in the State Department, the official said, and it was 
felt that any effort to liberalize it would almost certainly 
precipitate its defeat. The repeal bill, with its discrimina
tory provisions, was passed by a safe m argin and is now 
law.

As a token of good will toward the Chinese it was both 
niggardly and cheap. The Chinese might be excused for 
thinking it was specious as well.

LAURA WOOD

BETT ER  L U C K  N E X T  T IM E

Too  late, a ir  pow er seem ed a g a in  to  be set fo r  the B ig  O p p o rtu n ity .  
M o s t  a irp ow er a d vo ca te s  th o u gh t  they m igh t  have to  w ait until the 

next w ar to  prove th a t  b o m b in g  a lone cou ld  win.
— "T im e " ,  M a y  15, 1944

D E P A R T M E N T  O F  U N D E R S T A T E M E N T

The heavy b o m b in g  o f northern Ita ly  last year, at a tim e when the 
Ita lian  workers were rising a g a in st  fascism , is d ifficu lt to  d e fe n d  on 

s tra te g ic  grounds.
— E d ito r ia l in "T h e  N a t io n " .  M a r c h  18, 1944
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How “Practical” Is a Racially Segregated Army?

LAST month we published two documents showing what 
the face of “Jim  Crow in Uniform” looks like to ihe 
colored service men. As these indicated, the heart 

of the m ilitary authorities’ racial policy, and the thing 
that most embitters Negroes and poisons race relations 
may be put in one word: SEGREGATION. The usual 
excuse given by the m ilitary for a racially segregated army 
is that the soldiers themselves want it, and that it would 
lead to friction, low morale, even race riots to mix the 
two races. Racial prejudice in this country is a “fact” ; 
the Army’s job is to train  soldiers, not to reform the world; 
it is “Utopian” and “im practical” to expect the Army to 
effect what has not yet been accomplished in vast areas of 
civilian life; etc.

These arguments “stand to reason” and “are only com
mon sense.” But like most common sense, they appear to 
be uncommon nonsense when examined closely. As it hap
pens, a considerable amount of evidence has lately come 
into my hands, from various sources, which suggests a 
conclusion of the first importance: namely, that when thb 
barriers o f segregation are removed, as they are in certain 
phases o f A rm y training, the result is not friction but un
derstanding, not race riots but comradeship. This testi
mony, which came unsolicited in personal talk  and letters 
from men in the Army, has been surprising even to me, 
although I have always believed that human beings can 
get on with each other if they are not set at loggerheads 
by customs and institutions, ft suggests, indeed, that the 
Army is actually a more favorable environment for experi
menting with the breaking down of racial prejudice than is 
civilian life. So much is changed of the individual’s normal 
habits in the Army, he is forced by m ilitary discipline to 
adapt himself to so much that is strange and new that one 
more change makes little difference. And what he accepts 
at first simply because he is ordered to, and with a resent
ment proportional to the racial prejudice of his section of 
the country, the 'so ld ier comes to find positive good in, as 
he discovers that Negroes are human beings also, who may 
be liked or disliked as individuals and not as embodiments 
of an abstract racial quality.

The evidence on which this generalization is based ap
pears below. I hope other soldiers who have had experi
ences which confirm or disprove this idea will write in to 
POLITICS. The unsegregated training programs of the 
Army are really a laboratory of race relations on a huge 
scale, and there should be much we can learn from them 
about the possibility of reducing racial antipathies through 
environmental changes.

“There have been interesting moments in uniform ,” 
writes a soldier-reader from a New York state camp. “ I 
lived four months in what was known as a ‘Mixed Com
pany’ without color restrictions (except that they  were 
training for the less desirable jobs) quite without incidents. 
There was a small amount of talk  by the Southern boys 
about how they weren’t gonna sleep next to no nigras, but 
they did, and the otherwise quite ordinary C.O. on one 
occasion (whether after an incident or not I never found

out) made the Southern boys and colored boys shake hands 
in the orderly room. Since none of the things the Southern 
boys said would happen did happen, the Northern white 
boys, like myself, found the association extremely interest
ing and for that reason alone, pleasant. Behind their 
backs we compared our evidence for contradicting the 
Southerners’ charge that they ‘smelled’—and except for a 
few mystics, agreed that they didn’t, at least not differently 
than we did, qualitatively or quantitatively.”

Another soldier writes from Fort Lee, Virginia, where 
he is, or was recently, taking an ASTP (Army Special 
Training Program) course: “The barracks here are mixed— 
Negroes sleeping, messing, studying with us. First fine 
feeling this army has given me. Big (I think) changes 
take place when the segregation bar is let down. It’s worth 
fighting for on realistic as well as Utopian-idealistic 
grounds.” This soldier’s reaction is all the more significant 
because a few months ago, before he went into unsegre
gated training, he told me at length how frighteningly 
bitter he found the average white soldier’s prejudice against 
Negroes.

A corporal writes, also from a Southern camp where he 
is taking ASTP training: “Here there is no segregation. 
Even between Southerners and Negroes the most amazing 
friendships spring up. Who is responsible for this policy 
I haven’t had time to find out—perhaps you know. It is 
a great pity that this doesn’t prevail throughout the Army. 
It would end race prejudice in America. The fact is that 
if you put two human beings in fatigues in the same kit
chen, they will fraternize.” The point about fraternization 
is especially significant. The one great new good of Army 
life seems to be the human comradeship it brings out; 
all of the soldiers are going through an extremely un
pleasant and even terrifying experience, they have common 
enemies—their officers in the training period, the opposing 
armies in the combat period—and they naturally  come to 
develop a feeling of cooperation and group loyalty which 
is lacking in their civilian life. This feeling apparently 
will be strong enough to break through racial prejudices 
if white and colored soldiers are thrown together. This 
is the other big reason the Army is actually a better milieu 
for relaxing race tensions than is likely to be found in 
civil society. I might add that, from  what I can gather, 
it is Army policy, in the training of officers and of certain 
specialized branches like communications and intelligence, 
to permit the individual camp commandants to impose or 
not impose segregation as they see fit. Apparently they 
usually decide not to impose it.

A lieutenant training for the signal corps at Fort Mon
mouth, N. J., recently told me that he observed no overt 
friction among the 15,000 white and colored soldiers who 
went through the unsegregated course with him. Some 
Southerners grumbled privately, but in public treated the 
colored soldiers with cautious courtesy (which was proba
bly good for their souls).

My only colored informant, a sergeant, told me an amaz
ing story about his brother, who is an officer, and a South
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ern lieutenant who was put in the bed next to him  in a 
military hospital in Pennsylvania. The Southerner ob
jected loudly to being put next to a “nigra” , but the doctor 
in charge refused to make a change. After several weeks 
flat on their backs side by side, the two officers became fast 
friends, and after they got well, the Southerner and his 
wife took the colored officer out to dinner at a local res
taurant. When the manager balked at serving the Negro, 
the Southerner kicked up a fearful row and carried his 
point. Afterwards, they went on to a local night spot, 
where the Southerner absolutely insisted that his new friend 
dance with his wife.

Finally, I should like to quote two pertinent bits of evi
dence that have appeared in print. The first is a story 
by Ollie Harrington, the Pittsburgh Courier s war corres
pondent in Italy, and appeared in the Courier for June 17. 
It seems that the Red Cross’s racially segregated blood 
banks, in which colored and white donors’ blood is kept 
apart although science has been unable to detect the slight
est difference between the two, ran out at one point in the 
fighting in Italy, and blood plasma was gathered from the 
troops in the field. The need was so urgent no one both
ered to segregate the blood. Harrington asked a number 
of white and colored soldiers how they felt about it and 
was “ startled by the ferocity with which they answered” . 
They all considered it insulting even to raise the question. 
But a big rawboned Texan from the oil fields really went 
to town:

“ ‘Yes, I ’ll tell you what I think about it, but before I

do, I ’d like to tell you a little story.’ He peeled back his 
sleeves revealing a brawny pair of arms. ‘Do you see 
them there arms? Well, most of that there skin come from 
oil’ the hide of a black man.’

“Then he told me the story of an oil field accident in 
which he had been horribly burned. His body needed skin 
for grafts. There was a huge black man who had worked 
beside him for many months, a black man wffio didn’t talk 
much, but when the skin was needed, he just said: ‘Take 
some of mine. 1 got plenty.’

“The Texan rolled his sleeves down and said: ‘Now 
about that there blood. Them slobs back home had better 
forgit that stuff in a hurry. We’re fighting a war over 
here, and if it takes a black m an’s blood to save a white 
m an’s life, he’s gonna git that blood, and we don’t care 
what they say back there. They better git on the ball or 
else they ain’t gonna be allowed to have no blood.”

The other is part of a letter from a soldier which ap
peared in the March issue of Common Sense:

“On this ship, I have run across a beautiful object lesson 
in the difference between a craven knuckling-down to pre
judice and a forthright fight against it. It is a small Liberty 
ship; and I am the only Army officer aboard. The only 
ether passengers are a merchant seaman who has had 
malaria, and six enlisted men, Negroes who had been 
working for a year and half building roads, barracks and 
airports in that inhuman heal. There is also a Navy gun 
crew aboard, consisting of a young ensign and twenty- 
four young sailors, all on their first trip.

S u p p o r t  th e  L y n n  C a se ! F ig h t  J im  C r o w  in  U n i fo r m !

The Lynn Committee to Abolish  
Segregation in the Armed Forces

N e e d s  Y o u r  H e lp  T o d a y  to : —
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th e  1 940  D r a f t  A c t. I t  is a  c o n c re te  f ir s t  s te p  to w a r d  d em 
o c ra tiz in g  th e  A rm y ’s r a c ia l  p o lic ies. T h e  S u p re m e  C o u r t  w il l  
r u le  on  i t  f in a lly  n e x t  f a l l .  W e  n e e d  fu n d s  f o r  a n a tio n -w id e  
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"‘I had no idea that anything was wrong until we were 
about a week out. I was down in the saloon one night, 
drinking coffee with the ensign and the ship’s steward. 
The ensign began telling the steward that his men were 
complaining about having to eat with the Negroes. He asked 
the steward to arrange an eating schedule that would keep 
the two races apart. The steward’s answer was diplomatic 
but firm. He pointed out that thirty men ate in a mess- 
room which seated twelve; that eating time was limited; 
and variation in schedule made it impossible to hold va
cant seats. Then he added that the National Maritime 
Union, which had a union shop contract with the ship, 
tolerated neither discrimination nor discriminators. He 
said that he would risk his job if he allowed any segrega
tion. The ensign, not a very forthright individual, took 
this as final and departed without further protest.

“ I had kept quiet during the discussion, since it seemed 
to be going very well without my intervention. But after 
the ensign left, I  began to question the steward to find 
out what had been going on. It seems that early in the 
trip  the Navy boys had objected to the colored soldiers’ 
use of the same showers and latrines. The union agent 
had been called in, and had gone straight to the captain 
to inform him that no segregation would be tolerated un
der the conditions of the union contract. The captain, a 
man of good will, agreed and backed him up. It looked 
as if the Navy was licked for once.

“Well, what does this prove? It proves, for one thing, 
that Negro-haters will back down if they find themselves 
facing a belligerent majority. It proves that anti-discrim
ination laws are enforceable. If  a union like the NMU, 
puny in relation to the power of the Army and Navy, can 
enforce such rules, the services could too.

“The services’ big argument is that mixed m ilitary out
fits are impractical. If  so, the practical solution to the 
w'hole problem— and the one that should have been adopted 
back in 1940— would have been the segregation of white 
Southerners in separate units, where they could stew in 
their own poison, without infecting men from  the rest of 
the country. As it is we have lost a great opportunity to 
improve our democracy during this war, besides working 
a great injustice on the Negroes.”

fro m  the above data I think we can fairly  infer that (1) 
the Army and Navy could do away with racial segregation 
if they wanted to, and (2 ) such a move would greatly im
prove race relations. Why then don’t they do it?  Tire 
answer is partly  the natural conservatism of the m ilitary 
mind, but chiefly, I think, that the m ilitary authorities, like 
our civilian political and business leaders, represent a 
ruling class whose interests are well served by the old 
Roman im perialist policy of Divide and Rule. Whether 
in uniform or in mufti, Jim Crow is a most useful servant 
of the present social order in America. It is our job as 
radicals to show that this is what is behind m ilitary Jim 
Crow, and not any alleged “practical” reasons. The above 
evidence would seem to at least lay the foundation for such 
a demonstration.

D W IG H T MACDONALD

H ooks

A  G U iD E  F O R  T H E  BEDEVILLED. By Ben Hecht. Scribner. 
$2.50.

I have the greatest respec’
For Benjamin Franklin Hech’

But all the goyim  
Seem to annoy him 

So he writes the most goshawful drech.
J O E  GOULD

M O B IL IZ A T IO N  F O R  A B U N D A N C E .  By Robert Nathan. 
W hittlesey House. $2.

Much ado about nothing. The former chairman of the 
Planning Committee of WPB has grafted the Keynesian 
analysis onto the arteriosclerotic body of free private enter
prise. The result is anything but stimulating.

On the credit side is a praiseworthy attempt at simplified 
presentation of inherently complex economic concepts. 
Moreover, the author is well aware of the tremendous in 
crease in our productive potential as a result of the war 
and the needlessness, even the stupidity, of continuing de
pressions and poverty in the midst of plenty.

However, as is true of all Keynesians, there is no reali
zation of the fact that the volume of both savings and 
investment (offsets to savings) is a function of the rate 
and mass of profit. Thus, it is possible not only to over
look the basic contradictions of capitalism  but to focus 
the role of government offsets to savings in the direction 
of public works projects that, for the most part, must 
compete with private entrepreneurs. Experience has shown 
that such competing State investments are not acceptable 
to the bourgeoisie. The directing minds of the capitalist 
class would like economic stability, but not at the price 
of their own abdication. Consequently, the stabilizing ex
penditures of the State must be in a noncompeting area; 
the only sizable one which suggests itself is the field of war 
outlays, direct or indirect. This is the basis for the clearly 
discernible trend toward a Permanent W ar Economy.

Discounting the gibberish about democracy being de
pendent on the preservation of free private enterprise, it 
is not at all clear how Nathan proposes to achieve an 
economy of abundance without the clear-cut State controls 
of the Keynesian system. Be that as it may, it is some
what refreshing to have a leading economist state quite 
categorically that a total post-war product equivalent to 
$150 billion in 1943 prices is both necessary and possible. 
The establishment of this goal represents a step forward 
in the economic thinking of this country, but the methods 
proposed to achieve it constitute at least two steps backward.

W ALTER J .  OAKES

TH E  REPU BL IC . By Charles A . Beard. Viking. $3.

Using the dialogue form of Plato’s Republic, but sub
stituting stooges and strawmen for capable adversaries, 
Charles A. Beard here plays the village atheist, shocking 
his conventional listeners. But not shocking them too 
much, of course. For his book has been greeted with more 
than the customary fanfare reserved for those academic ex
perts (Adams, Corwin, Nevins, Herring, Commager) who
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periodically reporl on the political plight of the nation. 
iNot only is The Republic a literary event in that it is the 
latest work of the dean of American historians, but it has 
also enjoyed, through its serialization in Life, the greatest 
circulation ever given a work of this kind. Luce’s editors 
were shrewd enough to realize that such a book, with its 
symbolic appeal of “Founding Fathers”  constitutionalism, 
would have a tremendous attraction for millions of pa
triotic Americans and would also serve to bolster up the 
faith of those who are torn by doubts as to the future of 
this country.

Although Beard belabors the “theorists” and the Euro
pean philosophers of history (who “could have served their 
people better had they studied The Federalist instead of 
Plato’s Republic” ) , he not only involves himself constantly 
in philosophic and ethical problems, dictated by the very 
nature of his subject-matter, but he unwittingly has in
vented an historical theory of his own. It is a variation 
of the “homunculus-birth” idea: in the beginning was the 
Constitution which in its transcendent wisdom and poten
tial elasticity served not only colonial America’s interests 
but those of today, as well as tomorrow. Whenever Beard 
is challenged by obvious political derelictions, miscarriages 
of justice, or socio-economic maladjustments, his is the 
typical muck-raker’s reply: the Constitution is impeccable 
but the wrong interpreters are in office. Once we grasp his 
basic assumption, his subsequent approach becomes clear. 
He is preoccupied with peripheral or derivative phenomena: 
legalistic minutiae, congressional techniques, court pro
cedures, over-ambitious judges, etc. If, however, the Con
stitution is capable of such elastic interpretations, may 
there not be others besides Beard who have their own con
ceptions of “constitutionality” ? It is just at this point 
that we have had so many legal controversies of late with 
their various emphases upon the “ legitimate” powers of the 
executive, the legislative, and the judicial branches of 
government. The Constitution apparently fails at the very 
moment when it is being put to the test by specific life- 
situations. As the old saw has it, it is a good umbrella 
except when it rains.

In his treatment of the majority-minority issue Beard 
tries to dissociate himself from all those who presumably 
define democracy purely in terms of m ajority or plurality 
rule. This country, he informs us, was founded not upon 
democracy but upon constitutionalism, the difference being 
that the latter defends the rights of the m inority against 
the possible tyranny of the majority. This is another ex
ample of Beard’s verbal shadow-boxing. What serious 
political theorist of modern times has ever defined democ
racy as mere majority or plurality ru le? Every elementary 
text-book on the subject discusses minority rights and, it 
might be added, on a theoretical plane equal to that of 
Beard’s. He never analyzes rights in terms of their class 
origins and power, of concrete historical situations, or of 
their ever-changing status against the background of a 
rising and declining capitalism. His picture of the “Found
ing Fathers” learnedly discussing majority rule and m inor
ity rights has nothing in common with the constitutional 
machinery they actually designed to enforce their class 
rule and to defend themselves against a democratic upsurge 
of the masses. If  bourgeois historians like Morison, Fisher, 
Minot, and Schlesinger admit this, then presumably Beard 
knows of it too. I t  is natural, therefore, that at no point 
in his discussion of rights, especially since the Civil War, 
does he seem to be concerned about “protecting” the ma
jority (those alienated from the means of production) 
against the ruling minority. Since there is no apparent 
awareness on his part of this economic basis of class rule,

it is not surprising that forms of political power which 
transcend the limitations of parliamentarianism  are never 
introduced even for purposes of theoretical discussion.

Something should be said about Beard’s whole intel
lectual attitude which is revealed in this book, because it 
helps to explain a great many of his judgments and methods 
of evaluation. In his professed contempt for “ theory” he 
symbolizes perfectly the stereotype of the “down-to-earth” , 
“ comm on sense”, “ factual” American. Whenever he is 
forced to theorize in his own field, he never gets beyond 
the obvious. When he ventures beyond it as, for instance, 
in his remarks on Vaihinger’s “ fictions” , he is very shal
low. One need only compare Morris Cohen’s treatment 
of the same subject for a measure of Beard’s philosophic 
stature. For all his “ factual” propensities (and no one 
can minimize his documentary contributions) he is guilty 
at times of an annoying priggishness. For example, his 
failure, revealed in both this and in his other works, to 
grasp the significance of American imperialism and his 
attempts to provide an historical rationale for a benign 
isolationism are colored by a feeling of nationalistic su
periority. He once wrote that the American revolutionary 
leaders were far wiser than all the European leaders, espe
cially the Russians, because the Americans effected a revo
lution without dictatorial aftermaths. He merely assumes 
that all the European revolutions of the 18th, 19th, and 
20th centuries took place under conditions similar to those 
which existed here. The only deciding factor in favor 
of American success was the superior intelligence of the 
“ Founding Fathers” ! Since Beard is counterposing and 
implying the superiority of American democratic processes 
to “European” techniques of power, it is interesting to 
record his conclusion on the pre-Civil W ar issue of state- 
rights: “The states did not possess the force to make good 
their claim.” And in connection with rights, he informs us 
that people possess them whenever they have “competence 
enough to bring them into being, uphold, and enforce 
them.” (italics mine)

No book by an academic political scientist today is ever 
really complete until it has contributed its efforts toward 
“ refuting” those ideas which in some way may be directly 
or only vaguely connected with Marxism. Thus:

(a) “The struggle for commercial advantages and raw 
materials is not the chief cause of war” because, as Beard 
states, the Civil W ar was preceded by an era o f“ free trade.” 
Moreover, he maintains, there were no trade barriers among 
the 48 states in 1933 and yet we suffered from a great 
depression.

(b) We are told that political parties are no longer 
expressions of class and group interests as they were before 
the Civil War, since both rich and poor voted for Hoover. 
Furthermore, political parties are “mysteries” , e.g., those 
who voted in 1860 for the Republican Party did not vote 
for war, and yet war came. Beard offers this as an apt 
example of the intervention of “ fate” .

(c) “Politics is more of a determining force in history 
than economics” .

And (d )— in a rather ironical vein— “communism is end
less freedom”.

Connected with these “ refutations”  of so-called Marxism, 
is the significant acclaim accorded the book by Sidney 
Ilook, Louis M. Hacker, and John Chamberlain who found 
in its modifications of early Beardian economism (history 
now being discovered to be an “ interplay of ideas and 
interests in the time-stream” ) , a further justification for 
their own M arxian revisionism. No less a figure than 
Beard himself is now being welcomed back into the fold.

GEORGE DOUGLAS
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P R O D U C T IO N ,  J O B S  A N D  TAXES. By Harold M . Groves. 
M cG raw -H ill. $1.25.

This, the first research report to be published by the 
Committee for Economic Development, pretty much gives 
the show away. The C.E.D. was set up in August, 1942, 
by a powerful group of “enlightened” big businessmen. 
Their enlightenment consists in the fact that they recognize 
that business has a responsibility to produce at a rate after 
the war which will maintain a high rate of national income 
and which will provide jobs for all. This must be done, 
however, under the sign of “ free enterprise” . To reconcile 
these irreconcilables, the C.E.D. has called in the nation’s 
most high-powered advertising men as well as a staff of 
eminent economists and ex-New Dealers. It is revealing, 
however, that the first big report the C.E.D. has put out 
should be only incidentally related to the full-employment 
aim. For what Dr. Groves devotes an impressive array 
of scholarship and economic argumentation to is quite 
simply a brief for lowering taxes on corporate enterprise 
and spreading them more widely over individuals. A third 
of the book is devoted to his proposal for “ integrating” 
corporate and personal taxes, by which he means relieving 
corporations of taxes on all profits paid out in dividends. 
“The elimination of this duplication in corporate and per
sonal taxes would result in a reduction of prices, or an 
increase in wages, or an increase in the peacetime rate of 
corporate profits, or some combination of these effects.” 
One hardly needs a crystal ball to foresee which of these 
“effects” will be dominant.

D. M .

A  S H O R T  H IS T O R Y  O F  R U SS IA . By B. H. Sumner. Reynal 
& Hitchcock. $3.75.

Mr. Sumner does not follow the conventional chrono
logical form. He considers seven basic influences which 
he thinks have shaped the development of Russia: the 
frontier, the form of the state, the land, the church, the 
Slav race, the sea and the impact of the West. Present 
history provides in each chapter the starting point from 
which— going back and forth over centuries— the author 
tries to explain recent developments thru reference to the 
history of the past.

The chapters wdiich deal with Russia’s foreign relations 
are rather dry and uninteresting, but in those which treat 
domestic developments— although Mr. Sumner is extremely 
favorable to Stalinism—his method is extremely fruitful.

I would recommend this book above all to those radicals 
who for years have been debating about recent Russian 
conditions almost exclusively in terms of abstract laws of 
economic and social development, taking post-revolutionary 
Russia as a test case without considering the particular 
historically determined features. We have all too much for
gotten the specific Russian aspect of Stalinism. What we 
have been witnessing during the last quarter century in 
Russia is not only a new beginning, but also a continua
tion and development of a previous trend. This book should 
in some measure do the same service to the study of the 
Russian revolution as Tocqueville did for the study of 
the French revolution when he pointed out the many simi
larities and the continuity of a basic trend from Richelieu’s 
centralizing tendencies to Robespierre’s centralized Jacobin 
state.

There is little in Russia of the gradual organic progress 
from feudal society to absolutist monarchy to bourgeois 
state, which we find in Western Europe. Development was

stimulated mostly by m ilitary needs and pushed along by 
administrative action. Franz Mehring once said of Prussia 
that this is not a state which keeps an army, but rather 
an army that keeps a state. This could be said with even 
more reason of Russia from the time of the two Ivans, but 
especially since Peter the Great.

The feudal links w’ere always much less strong in Russia 
than in Western Europe, and the feudal nobility never 
achieved enough internal homogeneity to oppose an effec
tive check to the central power. A bourgeoisie developed 
only slowly and belatedly. In the cringing merchant de
pendent on the Czar’s favor, there is nothing of the proud 
burgher of the medieval Western town. No independent 
institutions similar to the Western European city com
munes exist; tsarism is permeated by the “ idea of omni
potence of the state and of the derivative character of all 
other associations.” The state has an unlimited range of 
action; it is considered “a creator ancl not merely the regu
lator of all associations within it.”

With Peter the state becomes the direct economic motor. 
Production is concentrated on the needs of the army and 
the navy. Later there is a relaxation of state control but 
even in the 19th century industry was “directly or indirectly 
closely tied to the state.” Every social function which in 
the West was carried on by independent organs became 
in Russia a function of the state. A distinction between 
the executive and the judicial domain was never really 
established; the judiciary like everything else was a part 
of the state apparatus. Modern education was introduced 
by Peter as a means to provide skilled army engineers and 
technicians. Even the church becomes— with Peter—com
pletely subordinated to the state and a mere part of the 
administrative machinery. “After the final secularization 
of almost all the church land in 1764', the state simply kept 
for itself seven-eighths of the revenues from the church 
lands and doled out the residue to the clergy.” There is 
nothing in Russia comparable to the conflict between the 
church and the state which for centuries shook the Western 
world to its very foundations.

Many historians long maintained that the Russian agri
cultural commune, the MIR, was a spontaneous co-opera
tive association which owed nothing essential to the state. 
Later research has shown that on the contrary here again 
the state became an im portant motor of development. While 
the commune was not the mere product of administrative 
action it was developed and favored by the state. From 
the 16th century onward—because the administrative m a
chinery was too weak to deal with individuals and there
fore could deal with collective entities only—the commune
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was made collectively responsible for tax apportionment 
and became an exceedingly im portant link in the machinery 
of state control.

The state was all powerful, the bureaucracy was the 
octopus which lay over Russia like a terrific burden. And 
this bureaucracy was conscious of its role: between 1865 
and 1905, Marx’s Capital was freely sold in Russia, but all 
translations of Hobbes’ Leviathan were forbidden.

“The principle and practice of elective institutions had 
a history in Russia, but it was thin, disconnected, and al
most wholly subordinate to the history of the central power 

. The overriding claims of the state as against the indi
vidual had always obstructed or ridden roughshod over 
civil, let alone political liberties, and officials had always 
been to a greater or lesser extent privileged persons. There 
was no strong tradition of local self-government like in 
the rest of Europe— over-centralization and bureaucratic 
control of local and unofficial bodies were essential evils 
in Russian life.”

Stalinism, of course, cannot be explained only, or even 
primarily, in terms of the “Russian tradition,” but this 
tradition certainly makes for many of its specific features. 
There is more in common between Stalin and Peter the 
Great than many a Marxist has ever dreamt of.

LO U IS CLAIR

The Intelligence Office
Through an oversight, the Editor neglected to state in 

the last issue that Victor Serge’s “The Revolution at Dead- 
End” is part of Chapter VI of his autobiography, which has 
not yet been published. The complete French manuscript 
of the autobiography, incidentally, is in the Editor’s posses
sion and is available for reading by any American pub
lisher who might be interested in bringing it out.

George Novack, Secretary of the Civil Rights Defense 
Committee, 160 Fifth Ave., New York City, issued the fol
lowing statement on June 12:

“The rulings today handed down by the U. S. Supreme 
Court setting aside the convictions in the Hartzel and Baum
gartner cases stand in glaring contrast to the refusal of 
these same Justices in December 1943 even to consider 
the appeal of the 18 CIO truckdrivers and Socialist W ork
ers Party leaders in the M inneapolis Labor Case. Although 
Hartzel and Baumgartner were convicted under the espion
age Act of 1917, and the 18 union and Trotskyist leaders 
were convicted under the Smith “ Gag”  Act of 1940, these 
cases involve nothing but utterances, although of a diam
etrically opposite political character. The former were 
avowedly pro-fascist while the Minneapolis defendants are 
Marxist and pro-labor.

“ In the Hartzel-Baumgartner cases involving anti-Semitic 
and pro-Nazi views and utterances, the Supreme Court has 
cpset the lower court’s verdict of ‘guilty’. Yet it has three 
tunes refused to hear our appeal in the M inneapolis Labor 
Case which concerns the prosecution of CIO members and 
Socialist Workers Party leaders for their working class 
activities and revolutionary socialist opinions.

‘What other conclusion can be drawn from these dif
ferent decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court except this? 
According to the m ajority of the Justices, it is deemed per

missible to disseminate race hatred and Hitlerite propa
ganda while it is a crime to propagate the ideas of Marx, 
Lenin and Trotsky, or to exercise free speech in defense 
of the democratic rights of labor.”

Victor Serge writes from Mexico City to inform us of 
a tragic loss to the refugee circles there: the sudden death 
at the age of 52 of Dr. Friedrich Fraenckel, of angina pec
toris, on June 21. “Fritz Fraenckel,” writes Serge, “served 
as a doctor in the German Army in the last war. He col
laborated with the Spartacists afterwards, and, out of in
dependence of spirit, refused election to the central com
mittee of the German Communist Party. In 1936 he gave 
up his scientific work to organize the medical service of 
the International Brigade in Spain. Life in a French con
centration camp and the impact of the Moscow Trials gave 
his career a new orientation: a student of psychoanalysis 
for many years, he now began to think out the psycho
logical problems of Nazism, of Stalinism, and, on the 
other hand, of socialism. A refugee in Mexico, with his 
companion, Franzi, he became our doctor, friend, adviser, 
and ideologue. . . .  He had to struggle to make a living, 
but his house was always open to us, a friendly atmo
sphere of calm tolerance, where our discussions were per
vaded by a scientific spirit at once strict and benevolent. 
He was the comrade of the last days of Otto and Alice 
Ruhle. . . . Fraenckel was frail and animated, with a big 
forehead, disorderly grey hair, the sharp chin of an old 
man, and blue eyes fu ll of youth. Fond of music and 
bridge, often gay as a child, accustomed to walking the 
streets at any hour on his way to visit some sick comrade, 
always preoccupied with intellectual problems—such was 
Fritz Fraenckel. I have never known a man more deeply 
molded by mental activity, more open in his social rela
tions, freer from bitterness and egoism, more tolerantly 
courageous in his convictions.”

" H O O D L U M S "  A N D  P H A R IS E E S

Is it too late to comment on the Kerr-W ilkins contro
versy, in the May p o l i t i c s , over the role of Negro leaders 
in last summer’s Harlem riot?

Mr. Kerr is correct in observing the essentially conserv
ative nature of that leadership, and its unanimous con
demnation of the Negro people for their infamous attack 
upon the sacred institution of private property. But to 
condemn all the people wbo participated in the riot (and 
there were thousands upon thousands of them) would be 
to acknowledge an estrangement between them and their 
“ leaders,”  an additional motive for the latters’ castigation 
of a small number of “hoodlums” as responsible for the 
outbreak.

Mr. Wilkins, who speaks for the liberal Negro leader, 
is evidently a respectable middle-class gentleman who has 
accepted the values of a society which persecutes his peo
ple. “The Negro . . . [m ust] apply corrective intra-group 
action to bring himself to accepted basic standards of 
behavior and performance,” he says. Whose standards? 
Those of respectable gentlemen, schooled in our culture 
and profiting from it. Action against whom? The “crim
inal” lower-class Negro who is rebelling against that culture.

In these words are revealed the difference between a real 
and false leader of the Negro people. No one with social 
awareness could say, as does Mr. Wilkins, that “ there were 
scores of incidents of pure, unadulterated vandalism and 
hooliganism in Harlem . . . ”  “Vandalism” and “hooli
ganism” are terms of abuse rather than comprehension;
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they imply an inherently m alignant personality in the 
rioter and serve only to forestall the embarrassment of 
deeper analysis, which would show the Negro’s “crimin
ality” to be his unavoidable response to the infinitely 
greater criminality of American society.

“Every society has the criminals it deserves,” said Las- 
cussagne, and Eugene Debs, who quoted him with approval, 
added: “While there is a criminal element I am of it.” 
What Negro leader will take his stand with the “hoodlums” 
of Harlem?
PO W ELLSV ILLE, MD. HAROLD ORLANSKY

S O M E  A N S W E R S  F R O M  
A  C O M M IT T E E

In  the last issue, we asked the Council for a Democratic 
Germany the following questions:

(1) You claim to be against German militarism: What 
is your attitude toward the German Junkers and Gen
erals who broadcast daily to Germany from  Radio- 
Moscow under the sponsorship o f the Union o f Ger
man Officers and advocate a “strong and armed Ger
m any?”

(2) You claim to oppose a splitting up o f Germany: What 
is your attitude toward Russian offers o f Eastern 
Prussia to Poland as a compensation fo r  the loss o f 
Eastern Poland?

(3) Are you going to protest against Russian demands at 
the European Advisory Commission in London for  
millions o f German workers and soldiers to be shipped 
to Russia after the war and used as forced-labor bat
talions?

(4) Are you going to protest against the utterances of 
Soviet writers like Ilya  Ehrenburg and A lexei Tolstoi, 
who clamor that millions o f Germans should be de
stroyed “like dangerous microbes” ?

The Committee’s answer follows:

In accepting your invitation to the Council for a Demo
cratic Germany to answer the questions raised in your 
editorial, “ Some Questions to a Democratic Committee” 
(Politics, June, 1944), permit me first to correct certain 
misstatements about our membership. You call the ma
jority of the Council a “host of innocents and not-so-in- 
nocents.” But these people are tested anti-Nazi liberals, 
Socialists, Social Democrats and Catholic Centrists, most 
of them able to look back upon life-long service in German 
democratic movements. You name certain Social Demo
crats in particular among this group and say that they 
are “afraid that they might not be able to play a role 
again without permission from Moscow,” and that they 
“are now busily building bridges.” We would have ex
pected more consideration from American liberals, for 
people who have resisted Nazism at great personal sacrifice 
for eleven years. But, leaving personal merit aside, do 
you judge the majority of De Gaulle’s Committee or of 
the Bonomi Government in the same way, because both of 
these bodies include Communist delegations? Do you think 
that Dies Committee methods should be applied in Europe 
after Hitler, or do you think that a sincere effort should 
be made by democratic movements to cooperate with all 
genuine anti-fascists in a spirit of tolerance and cooper
ation?

The answers to your questions follow:

1. The Declaration of the Council for a Democratic 
Germany requests the elimination of German militarism. 
It specifically speaks of a “disarmed Germany,” which, 
“together with the rest of the nations of Europe must be 
fitted into the framework of the system of international 
security.” It adds that, “ in addition those groups which 
were the bulwarks of German m ilitarism and which were 
responsible for the delivery of power into the hands of 
the Nazis, must be deprived of their political, social and 
economic power.” Furthermore, in a letter to the “New 
Leader,” as Chairman of the Council, I  recently stated that 
our organization had no connection whatever with the Mos
cow Free Germany Committee, nor, of course, with the 
“Union of German Officers,” which advocate a strong and 
armed Germany. But the Council, opposing any unilateral 
settlement in Europe, imposed by either the East or the 
West, of course, also rejects certain Western ideas for 
getting along, after Hitler’s defeat, with moderate Nazis 
in the public administration and under the leadership of 
some German Badoglio.

2. The Council has not only opposed the splitting up 
of Germany, it specifically stated “ it would be disastrous 
for the future of Europe if Germany were to  be dismem
bered and split up economically and politically. This 
would create a fertile soil for new pan-Germanist move
ments. It would prevent Germany from assuming respon
sibilities . . . and shift this heavy burden to other nations. 
It would create an irredentism which might very well be
come the greatest such movement of all times. Useful 
energies of the victorious nations would be consumed in 
the permanent task of suppressing this irredenta.” The 
compensation offered to the Poles in the East is an un
official commitment of all three of the Great Powers at 
the present time. The Council is opposed to such offers, 
from whatever side they come. “To abandon the princi
ples of the Atlantic Charter in one decisive case, means 
to abandon them in general.” (from the Declaration of the 
Council.)

3. The Declaration of the Council asks for the con
servation of the productive power of Germany in the in
terests of European reconstruction. It is opposed to forced 
labor; it is opposed to any measures which would en
danger international labor standards.

4. The Council is opposed to  Vansittartism in any form 
and any language, whether expressed by Lord Vansittart, 
Rex Stout, or Ilya Ehrenburg and Alexi Tolstoi. While 
rejecting the Russian form of Vansittartism, the Council 
is aware that it was Hitler Germany which attacked Russia, 
devastated her land and murdered her people. It recog
nizes the obligations of the German people towards all 
the countries which were victims of Hitlerism and it ap
preciates the great accomplishments of Soviet Russia in 
smashing the Nazi war Machine as well as the accomplish
ments of the other Allies.

CHA IRM AN, ORGANIZING C O M M ITTEE 
COUNCIL FOR A DEMOCRATIC GERMANY

PAUL T IL L IC H

— We are glad to print these replies to our questions, 
though we regret they are not as blunt as the questions 
were pointed.

In  (1 ) , for example, Dr. T illich implies, but refrains 
from  stating, that his Council does not look with favor on 
the Moscow “Union o f German Officers”. The Council,
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h writes, “has no connection whatever” w ith the Officers’ 
II ion. But we th ink the Council should have a connection, 
namely a hostile one, i f  it is serious about its opposition, 
to German militarism.

On (2) the answer is the m ost precise o f the four, per- 
1 avs because Dr. T illich remembers the fate o f the London 
counterpart o f his Council, which split in two over this 
very question. Yet even here, the guilt fo r  lopping off 
East Frussia is distributed equally among “all three o f 
the Great Powers”, whereas any child knows— and Dr. 
Tillich is no child— that the only reason fo r  giving Poland  
East Prussia is that Russia insists on having Eastern Poland.

The answers to (3) and  (4) are also more diplomatic 
than forthright. The C ouncils general opposition to forced  
labor may be logically presumed to include opposition to 
Russia’s demands, but why not say so explicitly? A nd in 
rejecting Russian Vansittartism, Dr. T illich feels it neces
sary to throw in a salute to the Russian people— but why 
not also apologize for British Vansittartism on the same 
grounds? England was also cruelly ravaged by the Nazis, 
and her people also fought back w ith heroism.

The motives for Dr. T illich’s cautiousness in criticising 
Soviet policy toward postwar Germany are clear enough. 
What is significant is that, when asked point-blank, the 
Council for a Democratic Germany has been forced to 
repudiate— however diplom atically— the main lines o f Rus
sian policy in this area. Otherwise it would have stulti
fied itself. That it does repudiate Soviet policy attests to 
the sincerity o f the bulk o f its members, but that it does 
so in such ambiguous terms and w ith obvious hopes o f 
somehow working with Soviet Russia after the war— this 
is no great compliment either to the Council’s courage or 
its political intelligence.

Dr. Tillich asks whether we think Stalinists should be 
excluded by “Dies Committee methods” from  groups like 
his Council, or “a sincere effort should be made . . .  to 
cooperate with a ll genuine anti-fascists”. ( p o l i t i c s , inci
dentally, is a radical, not a liberal magazine.) Since we do 
not consider Stalinists “genuine anti-fascists’ — or genuine 
anything else except Stalinists— we have to embrace the first 
alternative (though not on the Dies level). A s the Council’s 
own replies to our questions show, Russia’s policies are 
at certain cardinal points opposed to the Council’s aims. 
All of us should have had enough experience by now to 
know- that Stalinists are energetic, well-disciplined, devoid o f 
moral scruples, and backed up by an enormously pow erful 
state apparatus. I t  is doubtless true that the m ajority o f 
members of Dr. T illich’s Council are not Stalinists, but a 
minority are, and it is always remarkable how much a co
ordinated, disciplined, energetic, and unscrupulous nucleus 
of Stalinists can accomplish in a much larger group o f less 
politically active and sophisticated liberals. Experience 
also teaches us that whatever line this m inority follow s is 
adopted  ̂ in the interests o f Soviet Russia  only, that the 
Council s Stalinists are no more interested in  a democratic 

ermany than the American Communists are interested in 
the jate o f the American labor movement. I f  they play  
a ong with the Council now, it is because Stalin, as often, 
seems to be playing a double game w ith Germany, keeping 
two contradictory lines o f policy going at once, until he 
sees which way the cat w ill jump. A nd  when the cat does 
jump, me may be sure the Stalinists on the Council will 
jum p aho, and most probably with disastrous results to the 
Council—ED.

P A M P H L E T  P U B L ISH E R  W A N T E D

Will you be kind enough to let me know whether you 
intend to publish the excellent and informative articles 
of Peter Meyer on “The Soviet U nion: A New Class 
Society” in pam phlet formi? It would be a pity if this 
excellent study should remain buried in a magazine which, 
unfortunately, is still very little known.
N EW  YORK CITY ST E PH E N  N A FT

—Mr. N aft’s suggestion is a good one, but p o l i t i c s  un
happily is not as yet a big enough enterprise to allow us 
to go into the pam phlet field. But we should be delighted  
to make Mr. Meyer’s articles, or any others in our pages, 
available to groups or individuals who want to re-issue 
them as pamphlets.—ED.

M O R E  R E A D E R  R E A C T IO N S

I’m not sure how I like p o l i t i c s . I think there has been 
an improvement in the three numbers, and the face-cleaning 
was definitely to the good. The reviews might be pepped 
up a bit, bu t the comment on articles is an excellent feature 
which could probably stand expansion. . . . My two most 
fundamental criticisms relate to the tone and content. The 
tone is heavy: there’s too much of the socialist-philoso
phical, these-are-weighty-matters attitude in it. I think, 
you need a touch of Mac Coleman. There’s just too much 
of the Enquiry  and Retort sort of thing. Also, the m atter 
is too largely labor, and too largely centered on the East- 
of-the-Hudson offshoot of Europe. Out here in the p ro 
vinces, I find it difficult to believe that labor offers any
thing but a bulwark to capitalism, war and imperialism. 
I can’t follow the general line of thought that seems to 
prevail in New York that Labor can be made into a liberal 
force.

But having said these tilings, I ’m not too sure about them. 
Pm sure that they do not add up to a dislike of PO LIT IC S, 
and I’m reserving judgment— in the light of considerable 
improvement in three numbers— on the paper as a whole. 
DEPA RTM EN T O F  H ISTO R Y , W IL L IA M  B. H E SSE LT IN E
UNIVERSITY O F W ISCONSIN

Being a more or less cautious person, I  have waited for 
the third issue of p o l i t i c s  to write you about it. Your 
April issue is excellent. The piece on the intellectuals, 
though somewhat professorial, was a fine, well-formulated 
job; “The Cause that Refreshes” was in the best tradition 
of incisive political satire— in short, an issue of which 
you may well be proud. I read it with the same keen 
pleasure with which I used to read the old “Freeman” , 
“The Nation” and “The D ial” back in the days immedi
ately following the last world war. And that is high praise.

A few suggestions: your cover page is morose and un
imaginative. If  you insist on using that reverse plate, at 
least do it in a livelier color than black, or perhaps change 
the color from  month to month. Also, the complete ab
sence of illustrations of any kind has a  tendency to make 
page after page seem far too somber. Short book reviews, 
while frequently interesting, have a tendency to become 
tricky and sm art alecky.
. Once again, my congratulations for a magazine which 
almost alone has the fortitude to stand up against the war 
and to expose the tragic consequences which even now 
begin to m anifest themselves.
N EW  YORK CITY CH A RLES YALE HARRISON
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I have just a few lines to write, in regards to my com
ment towards your magazine and they are all good! I 
believe the most im portant object in my case is that I am 
a  sailor.

My purpose in bringing out this is for the benefit of 
you many civilians, whom I think are not at all apreci- 
ative that you “have the say” , and aren’t doing it. I refuse 
to agree with those who give the false excuse that we 
are doing all we can.” \ o u  have not done all until we 
in the service come home to large circles of intellectuals. 
Where you get them is your problem!

I feel that other liberals and progressives in the service 
are of the same opinion. There is not a  move we are 
permitted to make in the left direction. . . . We are the 
real ones in chains, and never let it be said from the 
civilian. Our minds are smothered with the various (feu
d a lis ts )  rules governing us and there be no escape.

So let us read p o l i t i c s  and discover something of the 
elite of our working class. Help keep that flame of Social
istic ideals burning within us. Your monthly is one of 
the few sources to receive the information desired. We 
praise p o l i t i c s  and its Staff and contributors in grave hopes 
of its continuation, AND A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE.

Best regards,
M A RINE BARRACKS JU S T  A SAILOR

U . S. A.

Please transfer my life subscription to some library  or 
individual who would like it. I am not interested. — 
LA K EV ILLE, CONN.

I am enjoying p o l i t i c s  mightily. Of especial interest 
to me was your article in first issue, “A Theory of Popular 
Culture,” which I found meaty and revelatory. I  appreci
ate highly your department “Free and Equal” . While I 
have always been cognizant of the Negro problem in U. S., 
since I have come to live in the South— in spite of my
self—the problem has progressed malignantly to a per
sonal, constant irritant— I feel ashamed to be a member 
of the Supreme White Race and want to engage in apolo
getics for my apparent complicity in its doings. — 
M ACON, GA.

I have just finished reading the February, March and 
A pril issues and I found the magazine the most stimulating 
and interesting monthly I have seen for many a day. The 
editor’s comments on current events are profound, excel
lent. The book reviews could be, in some instances, more 
thorough. The series by Peter Meyer and the article by 
W alter J. Oakes were excellent reading.— b e l l a i r e ,  o .

Your magazine is swell. You can’t realize what it means 
to receive it here.— FO RT k n o x , k y .

I ’ve enjoyed reading each issue of p o l i t i c s . I think 
it is getting better all the time. I especially liked the 
article on the Soviet Union, and the editor’s comment about 
the similarities between the political and economic systems 
in Germany and Russia.— f o r t  b r a g g ,  n .  C.

Your paper is interesting, but a little unconstructive. 
The best of luck, anyway.— M o n t r e a l ,  Ca n a d a .

For me your mag means one of the very few ways to 
get an independent critical slant. I  happen to be a critical 
pro-war-er and hope you can get someone occasionally 
to present that view strongly— m t . r a i n e r , m d .

I like POLITICS very well. I read every copy ovei 
several limes.— w a r r e n ,  o r e .

Please do not continue my subscription. I  do not under
stand enough of your allusions to people and things. Best 
feature is “Popular Culture”.—N EW  HAVEN, CONN.

You deserve the help of every sincere liberal; you repre
sent the real radicals. If  the excellence of your publica
tion continues at its present level, I  can bid The Nation and 
The New Republic farewell without regrets.— n e w  y o r k

CITY.

CONTRIBUTORS
GABRIEL J. DE ANGELIS is Educational Director of 
Local 365, United Automobile Workers (CIO). . . . NIC- 
COLO TUCCI was in the Italian diplomatic service until 
1939; he has since worked for the Office of W ar Inform a
tion and the Union for Democratic Action, and is now 
trying to make an honest living by free-lance writing. . . . 
DAVID T. BAZELON is a young Chicago writer; this is 
his first published story. . . . DON CALHOUN has taught 
sociology and written for sociological magazines. Receiv
ing a medical discharge after spending 9 months in a CPS 
Camp he is now Executive Secretary, Peace Section, Amer
ican Friends Service Committee, Northwest Branch. . . . 
GEORGE S. SCHUYLER is business manager of The Crisis 
and columnist for The Pittsburgh Courier. . . . KENNETH 
M. STAMPP teaches history at the University of Maryland. 
. . . LAURA WOOD lives in Washington, D. C. . . . JOE 
GOULD lives mostly in New York City, where he works 
on his “ Oral History of the W orld” . . . . WALTER J. 
OAKES is a young economist who lives in Brooklyn.
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Bruno Bettelheim: Behavior in Extreme Situations

A  psychiatric study o f the human effects o f 
life in a Nazi concentration camp. The author, 
a psychiatrist, was a prisoner himself.

Max W eb er: Class, Status, Party

A  key chapter from W eber's great work, 
"W irtsch aft und G esellsch aft". Translated by 
C .  W rig h t Mills and H ans G erth .

Dwight M acdonald: The W a r  as a Social Process 
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